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Dear Camp R ising Sun Community,

This year marks the 30th anniversary of girls programming at 
Camp R ising Sun. In 1989, the first group of girls stepped 
off the bus and paved the way for me and my CR S sisters. 
These pioneers absorbed the traditions of the R ising Sun 
boys? program which had evolved over the preceding 59 
years and made it their own. As I wrote the feature article 
Creation of Clinton, I had the privilege of learning how the 
second campus came to be. It was a joy to interview the 
board members of the time who made the decision to welcome girls to CR S and 
their plans leading up to the opening season. I am personally thankful to those 
alumni who advocated for girls to join the R ising Sun community and for their 
years of collective work to see the girls camp to fruition. It also was an honor to 
connect with the 1989 Clinton campers and hear their stories. Thirty years later, 
many of them are still friends and plan to visit Camp this summer to celebrate this 
major milestone anniversary.

In reviewing documents from the mid-1980?s, it is clear that opening a second site 
for girls would make the organization unsustainable solely from the funds left by the 
founder. This was the great debate of that time period for our organization. Should 
the values of the organization be put first before the potential financial strains? I 
interviewed alumni, former board members and staff from that era in the attempt to 
capture a full picture. Those involved in the decision made an important and brave 
choice to do what was right and commit to the work that would be necessary to 
provide the R ising Sun opportunity to girls. It was understood that additional 
fundraising would be required, however, adequate resources for this goal did not 
appear to be allocated.  

M y path has been so deeply impacted by the strong women of Camp R ising Sun. 
Starting with my own Camp Director M ary Murphy, and then by Libby M ascia, 
Karen Schatzel, M arge Engber, N ita Luis, Judy Fox and my dear friend Christina 
Busso. Each of these women cared deeply for the values of Camp and helped to lift 
us up as a community of alumnae. They inspired us to stand up and be heard, that 
our voice matters and that we have so much to offer the world. While I keep the 
words of these particular women in my mind, we each have special role models we 
look up to. 

As I get older, I realize that it is also my responsibility to lift up and be there for our 
current and future alumni. I invite our alumni to step up and offer a hand to the 
next generation of campers who will step foot at Camp and join our network. It is 
my pride and joy to visit Camp and see the  campers hard at work during project 
time, swinging axes and chopping wood for the first time, or hearing them deep in 
meaningful conversations on international politics, gender, or philosophy. They 
leave Camp, like the thousands of alumni, who came before them, ready and 
confident to make a difference in the world. 

N ext year we will celebrate 90 years of Camp R ising Sun! N inety years worth of 
alumni who are working to create a better world. To all of our alumni, whether you 
attended Red Hook, Clinton or Stendis, now is truly a wonderful time to be 
involved with Camp R ising Sun. You can continue to impact Camp by serving as a 
mentor and a leader for the next generation of campers. Just as you were inspired by 
the role models from your Camp season, our young people need your leadership. 

Warmly,

Helene M attera ('97, '98, '00, '01, '10 - '12, '15 - '18) LM SW 
Executive Director,  LAJF
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Dear CR S Community,

Let me start off that in 2018 LAJF certainly did our community 
proud.  Our small staff and hundreds of volunteers collaborated to 
deliver into the world another 120 campers. These young people 
from more than 30 countries received the kind of experience our 
alumni have so treasured over the years. In addition, we made 
progress on deferred maintenance at our facilities, programmatically 
leveraged the Red Hook campus, took steps to increase alumni 
engagement, and exceeded our fundraising target! This work we 
achieved together, across generations, time zones and boundaries. 

The next camp season is already upon us and we have an incredible milestone to celebrate!  
With 1989 as our inaugural season at Clinton, 2019 marks 30 years of R ising Sun 
programming for girls!  We celebrate this choice and the thirty years of strong women who 
continue to live out the values of R ising Sun, making a better world.

Opening a program for girls has strengthened our organization and community in so many 
ways. Since 1989, we essentially doubled the impact of R ising Sun and sent out into the 
world bright lights who are making a difference. I am inspired by those who have chosen 
paths which exemplify the values learned at CR S. For this anniversary our organization?s 
outreach has chosen to highlight our female campers and how those alumnae have impacted 
their communities. Our alumnae are spreading the message of Camp through their school 
projects, as well as pursuing careers in STEM , medicine, social justice, and sustainable 
agriculture to name a few. We are proud of how our alumnae lead in their communities and 
careers the same way alumnae took ownership of Clinton in 1989 making a difference for 
everyone who comes after them.  

There are not enough pages in this Sundial to shine a light on all the positive efforts our 
alumnae have undertaken. Let it just be said, that the beginning of girls? programming at 
Camp R ising Sun in 1989 was a foundational step in expanding the impact that Camp 
R ising Sun is having on our world!  

Although we have made some wonderful strides towards sustainability in the recent past, 
we do have a distance left to become fully sustainable as an organization. It gives me great 
confidence to know that we will move ahead towards this goal with the insights and support 
of our growing alumni community! 

Our keynote focus in our five year plan is ?MOVIN G AHEAD towards 
SUSTAIN ABILIT Y?.    Staying true to the values of the organization helps our 
community build relevance in our community.  The celebration of the opening of Clinton 
and adding female campers was a watershed moment in living the values that are 
fundamental to our organization.  Let?s celebrate this year, 2019, the thirtieth year of adding 
this important dimension to our community.

As we celebrate this moment in time, help us make a further step towards sustainability.  Is 
there some time, treasure, or talent you can offer to help us move the community ahead? I 
look forward to hearing from you!  Tim Conners at timothyconners@gmail.com.

 

In friendship, 

Camper for life, 

Tim Conners ('73) 

LAJF Board President
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PRESIDENT"S LETTER

*Deceased

T hank you 

This year we said goodbye to two outgoing  
board members Joseph R iddle ('88, '95, '97) and 
Doug Sgarro ('74, '75, '80).  We also wish to 
acknowledge M arjorie Engber for her leadership 
of the M embers Advisory Council. Please, join 
us in thanking them for their excellent service. 
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Reflect ions on Leadership:

Debi (N ew York)

Since Camp, I have learned that being a leader also means being a follower. I often 
take the leadership role but since July, I have let others take the wheel. Although I 
may think I am great at leading, I acknowledge that other people are smarter, more 
creative, and more agile, thus making them more qualified to lead. Everyone leads 
in their own way and taking control in every situation deprives others of 
opportunity. Being able to step back from my passion to lead is humbling, and 
learning to follow only makes me a better leader. 

Theodore (N ew York)

I've learned that given the position of leadership, it's okay to feel a little nervous, a 
little shy, even a little scared, but you should never let it keep you from acting. 
Instead use those feelings as energy, step into the ring of leadership and take your 
best shot at it. I've learned the more aware you become of surroundings, your 
teammate's strengths and weaknesses, the more considerate and successful a leader 
you'll be for yourself and the group. I've learned, to get to know others, they have to 
get to know you as well. By getting to know one another better you build a unity, a 
bond, maybe even a sense of family that would last well beyond our time at camp. 
Finally, I've learned it's easy to take our time here at camp for granted. Especially 
when you're enjoying yourself being around other campers with whom you've made 
brothers, but we should never take time for granted because time at Camp usually 
goes by quicker than expected. 

H aadia (Pakistan)

Leadership is not about telling people what you think is best and doing that only. 
It's about letting others explore through experience and being there as a guiding 
light while they do so. It's about being a shoulder they can lean on in the time of 
need. In order to be that shoulder it's important to stand beside your fellow campers 
rather than standing above them. Being a leader is not about your own success it's 
about seeing other people succeed. It's about finding success in the success of others. 
It's not about your happiness but the happiness of others. Seeing people who you 
care about feel happy is a success in itself. M ost importantly, Camp has taught me 
how to adapt to different conditions which will help me adapt to different 
circumstances in life. M y learning from Camp will stay with me till the end of time. 
It has already enabled me to be selected as a director of the LGS defence 
Foundation- a charitable N GO run by my school.  

CAMP 2018 SEASON IN REVIEW
During the 88th season of Camp R ising 
Sun (CR S), 126 campers joined us from 
over 30 countries. Campers and staff 
traveled from far and wide to attend CR S 
2018, from regions including Iraq 
(Kurdistan), Pakistan, Vietnam, 
Cameroon, Colombia, Greenland, and 
more. Thanks to a partnership with the 
Leymah Gbowee Peace Foundation, LAJF 
also welcomed our first camper from 
Liberia to CR S in 2018. 

The following pages contain highlights 
from the 2018 season, including reflections 
from campers, excerpts from camper 
publications, and highlights from 
instructions, evening programs, and 
projects from the summer. 
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Tuan, (M innesota)

At Camp, the most important lesson about leadership that I learned was 
that it isn't necessary to be strict and overly assert authority as a leader. 
Over the course of the 2018 season, I've observed different leadership 
styles and I've also had to lead myself. Before coming to Camp, my go-to 
style of leadership was being a looming presence that would constantly 
demand tasks of others, but never work myself. M y perception of 
leadership was that it was my job to have expectations of others and only 
be a voice. After my camp experience, I've realized that to truly be a good 
leader, I need to also pull my own weight in a group. Leaders need to be 
able to put egos away and become a piece of a machine in a group 
situation. N ow, I've learned to be patient with others and work with 
different types of people. I also learned that positivity is crucial in a 
leadership role, it is contagious and others will reflect your own attitude. 

Lessons from  Cam p

M inseop (Korea)

?This summer was really special to me. In the first week, I had some 
difficulties adjusting to a new place, and during the whole season, I, 
unfortunately, suffered from bug bites and the humid weather. But as 
weeks passed, things got way better, and I fully enjoyed this special 
summer. During the whole season, I relieved all my stress and truly 
enjoyed Camp. I had lots of fun this month, including all the hiking tour 
activities and days in Clinton. I loved having new opportunities and being 
challenged to try new things. I had the chance to spend a whole night in 
the wild on my own, I could share my knowledge and opinions with my 
fellow brothers from all over the world, and I could build deep 
relationships with them. N ot only having a joyful experience, this Camp 
taught me a lot. The most important lesson from this camp is to be truly 
?myself.? I learned how to pick myself up and find my own identity. 
Through all the evening programs, discussions, and outdoor activities, I 
found my genuine self. I got rid of all the personas and masks that were 
hiding my true self. Thanks to this wonderful month, these precious 
lessons will influence my entire life. I can surely say that this summer is 
unforgettable. Even after I go back to my home, I?m sure that I?ll miss this 
Camp and all my brothers.

Jeffrey (N ew York)

During my time at Camp, I?ve learned and relearned many things by 
myself and from other amazing people. For instance, I started re-learning 
the guitar, re- learning the drums, and even chess. The new things that 
I?ve learned vary from learning how to solve a Rubik?s cube to learning 
more about myself, what I represent, and how others perceive me as an 
individual. Similarly, Camp has had an influence on the way I do things 
and how I execute it. Teamwork & Projects helped me mature as a 
responsible and constructive individual who took time to contribute to 
and maintain the community. Furthermore, the people around me have 
also influenced me in a positive way. These people made me open up in a 
way that helped spark conversations. Personally, I?m not that proficient at 
speaking to other people and starting conversations, and public speaking 
in general, but Camp made sure that by the end of these 4 weeks, I?d 
become more confident and an individual who is more open to almost 
everyone about everything. Camp really touched upon everything that 
can be debated, discussed, and thought deeply about on many various 
topics which is one of the many things that I treasure about Camp.
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2018 Instruction Board:

- United Nations and 
International Development

- The Collage Method in 
Psychoanalysis

- Computer Programming
- Discussion on the Syrian 

Conflict
- Politics of a Welfare State
- 20th Century Art History
- Salsa Dance
- Media Literacy in a Complex 

World
- European Handball
- The Ecuadorian Restrepo Case
- About Ancient History 
- Language of Wakanda
- Acceptance as a Key for 

Development 
- Altruism
- Chinese Calligraphy
- Quantum Mechanics
- Leadership vs Management
- Jainism
- Guitar
- Sign Language

USIN G CAM P AS A PLAT FORM  FOR 
I M PORTAN T  D ISCUSSION S 

Andrew (N ew Jersey)

The CR S program provides many opportunities 
for campers to engage in meaningful discussions 
that encourage critical thinking and cultural 
exchange. Evening programs and instructions 
are prime setting for such discussions. Often 
times, discussions that start in an instruction or 
evening program can carry on into 
self-structured time or late into the night during 
a tent talk. 

To understand the importance of Camp for us, 
one must have been a part of discussions that 
have taken place during the past weeks. The 
philosophical yet occasionally comedic tent talks 
bring together small groups of tent mates who 
share their life?s successes and pitfalls. These 
discussions, along with speeches at Council and 
wisdom circles, are the most important 
foundations of this community. On Tuesday, I 
had a meaningful conversation with a counselor, 
Olivia, on the possible upsides and downsides of 
a coeducational camp. It quickly turned into a 
discussion on toxic masculinity and its potential 
negative impact on the all-boys session. These 
kinds of discussions are tributes to Camp?s 
purpose and help further tolerance and 
understanding between campers/counselors 
from different backgrounds.

N oora (Finland)

We?ve had many crucial discussions in evening programs this week and even in 
Self-Structured Times (SST). The atmosphere at CR S is positive, accepting and 
friendly. Pride Day made LGBTQIA+ campers feel safe and welcome, and 
sparked intelligent, mature conversations. M y favourite thing about this week was 
how everyone could get together and discuss extensive topics in a safe 
environment, share their stories and learn from others. The diversity here is truly 
beautiful.
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Reflect ions on the overnight  wilderness t rips

Dominika, Poland

One of Camp?s prominent traditions is the hiking trip, which took place in the second and 
third week. Even though its form has changed over the years, it still remains a challenging test 
for each camper. During those three days spent in the old boys? campsite we pushed ourselves 
out of the comfort zones. We sweated, we laughed and we had the time of our lives - all in the 
calm forest of Red Hook.

Each trip left in the morning, after making sure backpacks are packed and lunch is ready. What 
a strange feeling it was to leave the Camp, drive in an air-conditioned car, listen to music from 
the radio and see other cars and houses along the way. It felt as if we are abandoning the safe 
space which Camp has become to each of us and stepping into the wild world.

On the first day, our main task was to set up tents and discover the campsite. Raven and Dan, 
the Wilderness Counselors, organized a scavenger hunt, thanks to which we could see the 
whole place. A misty atmosphere surrounded our walk - Freddie?s building without a breath of 
life inside, the pool lacking water, the International Theatre gathering dust and dead bugs. It 
was difficult to imagine 60 boys running around that facilities just a couple of years ago. 
N onetheless, the day was full of joy and energy, with groups making their first meal in the 
woods and sitting by the fire in the evening.

When it comes to meals, it is hard to find a camper who would not mention them as the 
highlights of the trip. There was something unique in the food preparation process. Campers 
could learn how to make the fire, later add all of the ingredients and stir it above the flames. To 
our greatest surprise, every meal could have been awarded with a M ichelin Star. The food was 
simply delicious and cooking it made everyone enjoy the experience more. M oreover, many 
campers fell in love with washing the dishes in the stream which we had to do after each meal. 
Dear Parents, keep this in mind :).

Besides the culinary performances, the Wilderness Trip had a bigger meaning to it. It was a 
real test for our physical and mental boundaries. Sleeping in the shallows of the forest, getting 
bitten by mosquitos on every turn, not showering for two and a half days. We all knew it was 
not easy, but in that joint awareness we could find support. The trip was a great opportunity to 
reflect on things, redefine your own beliefs and learn more about yourself. We could finally 
stop and look around. The nature enabled us to relax and focus on catching the moment. One 
of the moments I will remember forever was when all of the hikers and counselor gathered on 
the Observatory Tower in the evening of the second day. We were singing some Camp songs 
while millions of fireflies were flying around us. Some of us were stargazing or having some 
deeper conversations, but for the most part we got closer as a community.

In that magical spirit we could return to Clinton, with some unforgettable memories made and 
even more energy for the rest of the time at Camp.
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A SON G ABOUT THE CAM P

Jamiah (California)

It?s amazing

you can see the sky

Camp R ising Sun

yeah that?s right

It?s amazing

you can see the sky

Camp R ising Sun

yeah that?s right

You meet new people from around the world

here you can never be bored

there are so many things to do

yeah by the way I?m sure

If you like music

there?s a place for you

If you enjoy sports

there?s a place for you

If you want silence

there?s a place for you

and by the way...

It?s amazing

you can see the sky

Camp R ising Sun

yeah that?s right

It?s amazing

you can see the sky

Camp R ising Sun

Yeah that?s right

SPICIN G UP T H E K IT CH EN  Jessica (N ew York) & M achi (Greece)

Camp R ising Sun offers each member the chance to prepare a cultural meal of 
their choice to be enjoyed by the community. Creating a cultural meal involves 
working in the kitchen (with the help of the lovely staff) and combining 
ingredients to make a dish that represents an aspect of a camper?s life such as 
their religion, country or background. The final product of a cultural meal is 
indescribably delicious. M ost campers would say that making it is just as 
satisfying as the taste. First, a camper must submit a recipe to the kitchen. After 
being accepted, the kitchen will determine which day is ideal for cooking. It can 
be difficult to schedule cultural meals, because both dietary restrictions and the 
unique ingredients that must be ordered in advance may pose challenges. 
Despite this, the kitchen ensures that each camper is able to cook if desired. 
Creating a cultural meal can take two to three hours. During this time, the 
camper will gather their materials, create a plan and channel their inner Gordon 
Ramsay as classic rock plays on the speakers. Once the cultural meal is finished, 
the camper will present it to the rest of the Camp. The meals are so delicious 
that, more often than not, the Dining H all transforms into a hostile battleground 
in which campers fight each other for seconds. While half of the Camp has 
indulged in rich cultural meals, many CR S members have participated in a 
week-long vegan challenge. Since last Wednesday, thirty counselors and 
campers have refrained from eating or consuming animal products.
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Project T im e

BUI LD IN G A CAM P  Oliver (N ew 
York) & Jackson (Louisiana)

As our community has been built up 
over these past weeks, we?ve also been 
building additions to the Camp itself in 
the camper-led projects. Working on 
the projects as well as being able to 
utilize them throughout the days as 
new parts of the campsite provides an 
amazing platform for campers to bond. 
The physical additions we make to 
Camp allow us to simultaneously make 
additions to our camp?s community in a 
unique way only CR S could offer.

 

Projects are incredibly important to the 
spirit of Camp, as they embody so 
many of the values of CR S. Firstly, for 
an organization trying to foster 
leadership in its campers, what better 
way to achieve this than to let them 
come up with any improvements they?d 
like to see at Camp, and turn them into 
a reality all on their own. The level of 
independence from counselors given 
during projects allows each camper to 
experience enough freedom so that we 
are the ones creating the ideas and 
driving the groups forward. Being 
thrown in such a position, as well as 
many of us doing types of work we are 
unfamiliar with, such as using 
hammers, ladders and power tools and 
really getting our hands dirty, places us 
out of our comfort zone: another clear 
goal of Camp. Because of this, the work 
we do in our project groups allows us to 
bond.

 

As we are removed from where we feel 
comfortable, it makes the members of 
each project group become more 
dependent on one another. You?ll see 
campers who have experience in these 
areas of work teaching newcomers what 
they know and fostering friendships 
through reliability; because, when 
you?re the only ones in charge of your 
project you have to get it done whether 
or not you?re dealt the best hand. 
M aybe a group will have nobody who 

knows how to use a hammer, but as we 
have continued to learn all summer, by 
putting ourselves out there and trying 
to understand through experience (as 
well as failure) we can help figure things 
out, and in doing so, hopefully discover 
new things about ourselves.

 

Projects serve as a period of time for us 
to, in a way, prove Camp right -  that it 
doesn?t matter where you?re from or 
what experiences you have had, but by 
putting a group of intelligent, mature 
young adults together, we can not only 
solve many problems that ought to be 
challenging by piecing together each 
individual?s culture and knowledge, but 
in doing so we can create a community 
as we work (maybe without even 
realizing it) who share a determination 
to learn and help one another.  

T he Role of the Project 
Coordinator  Anamika (N ew Jersey)

Projects are a fundamental part of 
Camp. Over the course of the Camp 
season, campers come up with ideas to 
better certain aspects of Camp. After 
their proposal is accepted, campers 
begin to implement their ideas and 
create in groups. Under the mentorship 
of Katri, Samu, and other counselors, 
campers use industrial- level tools to 
build their projects. Previous projects 
have included the Peace Garden, a 
seesaw and swing seats. As project 
coordinator, I am responsible for 
arranging campers into all of the project 
teams. During assemblies I group 
certain campers for our projects. In the 
past week at Camp, projects have been 
assembling picnic tables, building a 
treehouse, painting a mural in the 
dining hall and many others. As project 
coordinator, I also must check in with 
all of the projects to keep track of 
progress and make sure that everybody 
has a role. I work closely with Samu and 
Katri, the Projects Counselors, in order 
to coordinate and facilitate new projects 
and other aspects (budget, supplies, 
deadlines)... etc. 
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Project Spotl ight:

- In the continuation of the lean-to projects on 
tent hill, one tent platform was demolished 
and a new lean-to was constructed on tent 
hill. 

- N ew picnic tables, benches, and piano 
benches were constructed to replace broken 
ones

- A new mural was painted on the pumphouse 
to replace chipping paint

- A bouldering wall was constructed on the 
back wall of the main building

- Removable paintings were created for the 
newly renovated dining hall

- A new welcome sign was created facing the 
main road

- N ew trails were expanded across the bridge 
on the other side of the lake
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NEW INITIATIVES
Cam p R ising Sun field tr ips for local students
To further our mission of developing a lifelong commitment to compassionate, and 
responsible leadership, the Louis August Jonas Foundation is eager to work with 
schools and educational groups to design custom learning experiences at Camp R ising 
Sun during the academic school year.

 

In N ovember, LAJF welcomed a group of fifth grade students from nearby K ingston, 
N ew York for our first field trip at Camp R ising Sun. Forty-five students spent the 
day outdoors practicing teamwork and leadership while also learning new outdoor 
skills. Through various activities facilitated by LAJF staff and volunteers, students 
gained skills in compass orienteering, fire-building, and an appreciation of nature. 
Students also spent time building community within small groups through the 
creation of a team name and a list of guiding expectations for communicating as a 
team during the day.

 

According to Jennifer Rylance, one of the fifth grade teachers organizing the trip, 
?The students all LOVED our visit to CR S. They said it was fun and nice and the 
staff was very engaging.? She particularly appreciated the various rotations of activities, 
adding ?The idea of creating community within the group with a flag, a motto, and a 
chant, is fantastic - Creative, team building, tactile and offers a range of necessary 
skills.?

 

The students, teachers, and LAJF staff had a wonderful experience at the first field trip 
to CR S. LAJF is excited to continue utilizing our property in the off season through 
custom field trips and overnight retreats for schools and student groups. All of our 
activities are rooted in the same experiential learning framework that guides the CR S 
curriculum, and are designed to develop decision-making, organization, and 
problem-solving skills, while strengthening notions of teamwork, leadership, and 
group identity. 

 

Programs for schools and student groups are available from September through M ay. 
Please contact us at contact@lajf.org for more information about designing an 
educational program for your school or student group. Camp R ising Sun is also 
available to rent for overnight retreats, group camping, and other events for your 
school or student group.

?The students all LOVED our visit to CRS. 
They said it was fun and nice and the staff was 
very engaging.?
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In Fall 2018, a group of R ising Sun campers from 2017 and 
2018 met online to discuss servant leadership after Camp in our 
first webinar series for new alums. The series is an extension of 
our summer leadership program and focuses on providing 
recent campers with skills to apply the leadership lessons of 
Camp to projects in their own communities. 

One of Freddie?s visions for Camp R ising Sun was to 
encourage young people to demonstrate a philosophy of living 
to serve society through the pursuit of humanitarian goals. 
Freddie had hoped that campers would return to their 
communities the benefits they had gained from Camp. The 
webinar series was designed to help campers put this leadership 
philosophy into action. The free online course highlighted 
strategies for creating social change, provided resources for 
designing a project, and included the stories of several guest 
speakers who went on to coordinate various local service 
projects as a result of their own experiences at CR S.

The series? speakers included H aylee Sovell (CR S ?16), founder 
of the Race to Raise 5K charity in Beaver Falls, M N , Katleho 
M ohale ( CR S ?11, ?12, ?16, ?18), founder and CEO of 
Katleho?s Give2Talent N onprofit Organization in Cape Town, 
South Africa, and HuiChen Wang (?16, ?17), who recently 
facilitated a mini CR S-inspired summer program for students 
in Shanghai, China.

X inyi, a 2018 camper from Shanghai, appreciated that the 
sessions introduced participants to the broader R ising Sun 
community, beyond one?s individual Camp season. ?I look 
forward to meeting new people and having more friends 
through webinars not limited to campers of my year or my 
gender.? X inyi enjoyed hearing from the guest speakers each 
week who shared their stories and how they overcame 
difficulties within their own leadership projects.

?I enjoyed this part of the webinar the most, since I could directly ask the 
successful people about their own experience and how they themselves 
overcame these problems. All the things I learned are practical and 
applicable in real life.?  - Xinyi, China ?18

Dominika, a 2018 camper from Poland, also found the sessions 
to be worthwhile and looks forward to implementing new 
projects in her local community as a result.

?The webinars were an incredible extension of the camp and provided me 
with a lot of practical guidance for fulfilling Camp's mission. Each 
session was clear and understandable, led at a good pace and in a calm 
atmosphere. There was time for theory and there was time for creative 
discussions with fellow attendees, which made it an interesting mixture. 

What was a definite highlight were the handouts and additional 
materials provided, thanks to which I can process the knowledge included 
in the webinar and read further about the topics. On top of that, guest 
speakers were invited for each session, which was extremely inspiring as 
they shared with us their post-camp experiences and gave some advice on 
how to truly implement social change.? - Dominika, Poland ?18

Dominika is excited to organize an event in her city related to 
sustainable development, current issues around climate change, 
and the ways in which young people can contribute to change. 
We look forward to seeing all the ways our webinar participants 
will build on the motivation and positive energy from the 
online series to start leading locally, and globally, for positive 
social change.

If you would like to learn more about our webinar program or 
would like to participate as a speaker in the future webinar 
series, please email us at contact@lajf.org.

Servant Leadership After Cam p

http://www.lajf.org/my-view-from-tent-hill/2018minicrs
http://www.lajf.org/my-view-from-tent-hill/2018minicrs
http://www.lajf.org/my-view-from-tent-hill/2018minicrs
http://www.lajf.org/my-view-from-tent-hill/2018minicrs
http://www.lajf.org/my-view-from-tent-hill/2018minicrs
http://www.lajf.org/my-view-from-tent-hill/2018minicrs
mailto:contact@lajf.org
mailto:contact@lajf.org
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Vir tual College Week
At LAJF, we are interested in being a resource and a network for our alums for life. One of the ways we do this is through our 
College Student N etwork, which aims to bring together alums who are currently applying for, enrolled in, or otherwise 
connected to the U.S. college/university system. 

The Camp R ising Sun College Student N etwork (centered around the Facebook group dedicated hereto), is a place for sharing 
experiences and resources pertaining to the admissions process, financial aid, study habits, career opportunities and everything else 
college-related! 

 

In Spring 2018, LAJF hosted its first Virtual College Week live on the College Student N etwork Facebook group. Throughout 
the week, LAJF staff interviewed a variety of speakers including Carl M analo (?95-?96, ?11), LAJF Board M ember and Principal of 
the Queens H igh School For Information And Research, John Reilly (?97-?98), Associate Director of College Counseling at 
Trinity School (N YC), and Eli Bromberg (?95-?96), former Assistant Dean of Admission at Amherst College and former Assistant 
Director of Admission at Columbia University. LAJF also featured an interview with an admissions representative from M inerva 
Schools at KGI, an experiential learning university spanning 7 countries over the course of a 4-year college degree. 

 

Virtual College Week is free to attend, and the previous videos are all posted online in the College Student N etwork Facebook 
group. Are you an alumn that?s a prospective or current college student? Join the network on Facebook and send us your 
suggestions for topics to cover in future virtual college weeks. Do you work in higher education? Are you knowledgeable about 
university admissions, study abroad, scholarships, or financial aid? We would love to feature you in our future events. Email us at 
contact@lajf.org to get involved.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/496568234048857/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/496568234048857/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/496568234048857/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/496568234048857/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/496568234048857/
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CAMP SURVEY RESULTS 
We often hear from campers through testimonials and 
second year applications about the meaningful impact of 
their CR S experience. While anecdotal evidence 
demonstrates the lifelong impact of the R ising Sun program 
continues to have on its participants, formal evaluative 
processes supplement qualitative stories and ensure that our 
program is meeting the goals we set out to achieve. 

The LAJF Program Committee has been formally 
evaluating the quality and impact of the R ising Sun program 
through a series of pre and post surveys for the past eight 
years. Each season since 2011, campers at Camp R ising Sun 
have participated in a Participant Perception Indicator (PPI) 
study designed to assess learning through experiential 
education in relation to the four key goals of our program: 
diversity, education, leadership, and service. These core 
areas are assessed through pre and post surveys using 20 
constructs that track campers? perceptions of cultural 
competence, personal and interpersonal development, 
leadership, and service. 

Campers take this survey on the first and last days of the 
Camp session and growth is measured between their two 
responses. The survey responses are confidential and are 
coded to track the individual growth of each participant. For 
each of the questions, the respondent is asked to rate on a 
scale of 1-5 (from low to high) how they feel about a topic in 
terms of their knowledge, experience, and confidence. For 
example, the first question asks of their ability to describe a 
culture different than their own. They rate their knowledge 
to describe a culture different than their own, their 
experience in describing a culture different from their own, 
and their confidence in describing a culture different than 
their own. 

Over the past 8 years, data within all 20 constructs and each 
of their domains (knowledge, experience, confidence), has 
trended in positive self-rated improvement in every item. 
100% of constructs measured results of a moderate to large 
effect size*  in one or more of their domains. In 2018, the 
most recent year of data, all 57 indicators showed positive 
trends of statistical significance. 

The positive trends in data are reflective of the experiences 
provided to campers, which develop confidence in 
leadership as defined by key indicators of ethical and cultural 
dexterity. The research shows that Camp R ising Sun is 
developing ethical global leaders with a proven confidence in 
their ability to impact the world. Each summer, campers 
consistently express greater confidence in a variety of areas, 
including:
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- seeking out leadership opportunities 
- expressing their own ideas
- doing the right thing under pressure
- taking action to solve problems
- persisting in completing projects. 

Campers? confidence and experience with leadership are 
further informed by an increased knowledge of, and 
experience with, cultural diversity and ethical 
considerations. Specifically, campers are faced with 
situations that garner ethical dexterity, as evidenced 
through positive data trends in campers? perceptions of their 
experience and confidence pertaining to the following 
constructs:

- openness to feedback
- seeking fairness for others
- noticing when something is wrong and trying to 

fix it. 

This development of ethical leadership capabilities takes 
place within a multicultural, international environment, 
which is reflected in the growth in campers? perceptions of 
self-confidence and experience engaging with diverse 
people, learning about other cultures, and describing 
others, as well as one?s own, culture among peers.

Results of the survey over the past 8 years have remained 
remarkably consistent from year to year, suggesting stability 
in the quality of programming across multiple seasons, 
including between seven week and four week 
programming. The results of the survey are analyzed by the 
Program Committee and presented to the Board of 
Directors annually. The data provides insight into the 
program?s impact while also tracking quality assurance and 
informing curricular recommendations. If you would like 
more information about the PPI survey and its results, 
please email us at contact@lajf.org and we will connect you 
to a member of the Program Committee.

*Paired t- test for mean was used to assess for differences in 
ratings between the baseline survey and the end-of-camp 
survey.  The size effect was described using Cohen?s-D 
which by convention designates a standardized effect as 
small (0.1-0.29), moderate (0.3-0.59), or large (>0.60).  
The standardized effect size is defined as the mean 
difference in terms of standard deviations between pre and 
post surveys.

mailto:contact@lajf.org
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In 1989, the Louis August Jonas Foundation opened its first 
season of Camp R ising Sun for young women. Since then, 
over 1600 alumnae have joined our global community. 
Women of R ising Sun have gone on to be leaders in their 
fields and agents of change in their local communities. In 
honor of CR S?s 30th Anniversary of girls programming and 
the Clinton campus, we are featuring CR S alumnae who are 
living the mission of CR S, making strides in STEM , and 
alumni that are paying it forward. 

CRS alum nae in ST EM

Around the world, gender imbalances in the Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and M ath (STEM ) fields continue 
to exist. Only 35% of all students enrolled in a 
STEM -related field and 28% of researchers worldwide are 
women. We asked Baolu Shen (CR S ?06) and Line Lundfald 
(?89, ?94) to tell us about their current work and share any 
challenges they continue to overcome as leaders in their 
respective STEM  fields. Baolu and Line also shared some 
advice for young alumnae/i interested in pursuing careers in 
STEM . Here?s what they each had to say.  

I'm a Product M anager (PM ) at LinkedIn, building LinkedIn 
Talent Solutions (LinkedIn's enterprise products for 
recruiters) for the China market. As a PM , I work closely 
with a talented team of software engineers, designers and 
data scientists to strategize, design and build software 
products/apps that help recruiters in China hire the best 
talents. It's a really fun job that combines both the analytical 
skills from the engineering degree I earned in college and my 
passion for design thinking and ethnographic research. It's 
also super rewarding when you see your users being 
impacted by the products that you built.

 

I remember when I was young, I was the only girl in my 
middle school's coding competition team. It was super lonely 
and no one talked to me because everyone thought it was a 
"guy thing." It was a little like a self- fulfilling prophecy and 
finally I quit because I lost confidence in myself. I was so glad 
to see the women in STEM  movement gaining momentum 
in my first few years of college. It really encouraged me to 
pick up engineering again as my field of study and later led 
my journey to the Silicon Valley. In my experience, no one 
paid attention to people's gender, instead focusing on the 
process of learning and collaboration itself. However, the 
culture might not be as friendly in a lot of other places 
internationally. For example, I was really shocked when I 
conducted user research in China and heard recruiters 
talking about how they wanted only males, and would even 
filter by common male names when gender filter was not 
provided by LinkedIn.

 

M y advice for girls interested in STEM : Be yourself, believe 
in yourself, and do what you love. STEM  are really fun fields, 
but can be challenging sometimes. However, it is challenging 
for you because it is challenging, not because you are a girl. 

Just remember somewhere else some guys are facing the 
same challenges too. Don't be too self-conscious of your 
gender, which has nothing to do with your achievement, but 
instead, focus on the fun of building things and solving 
problems itself.

 

And to our friends and allies (classmates, teachers, parents 
etc.): I noticed in some cultures, people will say out of good 
will that girls shouldn't work too hard or get into hard fields 
like STEM , but rather, should just get an easy job. Don't 
plant this mentality in girls around you. You can never 
overestimate the power of self- fulfilling prophecy, and how 
much you might have discouraged a future leader in STEM . 
Let's be supportive and encouraging to girls in STEM . Let's 
focus on who they are and what they want to do, instead of 
over-emphasizing their gender. I believe the environment we 
create can really help girls achieve their dreams.

GIRLS IN STEM 

Baolu Shen ?06 (right) with Lisa Li ?08, at the LinkedIn 
Campus in California.

"My advice for girls interested in STEM: Be 
yourself, believe in yourself, and do what you love."

https://en.unesco.org/news/new-unesco-report-sheds-light-gender-inequality-stem-education
https://en.unesco.org/news/new-unesco-report-sheds-light-gender-inequality-stem-education
https://en.unesco.org/news/new-unesco-report-sheds-light-gender-inequality-stem-education
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working with attitudes and highlighting structural patterns as a step on the road to actual change. I am proud to be 
working in a place where equal opportunities (not just in terms of gender) are something which are worked with 
actively in so many ways and on so many levels. Although we are a male dominated workplace (as my female boss 
phrased it when I started: "there is rarely a line to the women?s bathroom") I can easily name a large number of 
feminists on the senior level. I think we are missing out on talent if we do not work with this, and I think that a lot of 
discrimination is unconscious and structural, and that working actively with these questions is an eye-opener to 
many. I also think that there is a good possibility that things will improve for those workplaces which actively work 
towards equal opportunities, and I believe that it gives us edge over other research centres.

Line is happy to speak with any young alumnae/i who have questions about careers in STEM  fields. If you are 
interested in getting connected with Baolu or Line, please send us an email at contact@lajf.org.

 Line Lundfald (?89, ?94) -  Project Coordinator for N anoLund, Lund 
Universit y, Sweden 

I have a bachelors and a masters degree in Biology from the University of 
Copenhagen and a PhD in N euroscience from the Karolinska Institute and 
now work as a Project Coordinator for N anoLund at Lund University. 
N anoLund is Lund University's Center for N anoscience (and 
N anotechnology), and most of the employees are physicists, engineers and 
chemists. We have a strong base in semiconductor materials and quantum 
engineering and its applications and are among the very best of all research 
centres in Sweden. N anoLund is interdisciplinary and I'd say we cover all of 
the letters in STEM . We are also an international workplace with more than 
30 different countries represented among our 300 participants (which is 
something I very much enjoy and where summers at CR S helped me in 
inter-cultural understanding).

I work mostly operational with management support, making sure that the 
decisions of the executive group are carried out, but I also collect information 
and provide input for the executive group and the board of directors to make 
informed decisions. I also work with communication and monitoring politics 
and policies affecting our research or funding possibilities. I love my job 
because it is challenging, has a high degree of freedom, and because new 
problems come up all the time so even if I have been here for 9 years I keep 
developing both professionally and personally. I also highly appreciate the team 
spirit and collaboration with colleagues.

 

While working at the Karolinska I saw the glass ceiling put an end to the 
career of women and I think it contributed to my decision to not continue as a 
researcher. However, at the time I couldn't phrase it, it is more of an insight I 
got in retrospect. I think in many places there are written policies about equal 
opportunities that do not make it much further than the paper they're written 
on - to make a real change one needs to go further than words and start 

 "...to make a real change one needs to go further than words and start working with 
attitudes and highlighting structural patterns as a step on the road to actual change."
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When I applied to Camp R ising Sun around five years ago, I was nervous that I wouldn?t 
make it just like every other 15-year-old who applies to spend a transformative summer in 
upstate N Y does. What I could not have expected in the years after Camp was the deep shift 
that would occur because of Camp. Camp R ising Sun took all the experiences I had 
previously and deconstructed them to build a perspective with greater intention, compassion, 
and confidence. The young girl, fearful to disappoint began instead upon a journey of 
self-reflection, enlightenment and better centered service.  

I was one of the campers who loved Camp a little too much. I lived and breathed it for the 
couple years after my first two summers there, sending letters, reminiscing, and scrapbooking 
my memories away. I joined the Colorado Alumni Association after my first summer at 
Camp R ising Sun and fell into the roll as Colorado?s recruiter for the following three years. 
The Camp lessons, so powerful to me before, began manifesting in my actions as a recruiter. 
The humility, empathy, and confidence in my ability that had been strengthened at Camp 
enabled me to lead like I never thought before was possible. Camp in this way for me, spread 
into my world beyond the location of Rhinebeck, N ew York.

Camp R ising Sun was the opportunity that pushed me beyond my original believed identity 
and capabilities. It showed me that creating compassionate communities centered in change 
was possible. Because of camp I?ve had the courage to pursue something beyond what was 
believed of me. I chose to study agriculture in hopes of working in urban sustainable and 
culturally appropriate agricultural development. Without the lessons I gained from the 
diverse perspectives at Camp, I never would have thought that something like agriculture was 
an option and one to be respected. The love, support and inspiration that surrounded me at 
Camp and beyond within the CR S community pushed me to look past simple trajectories in 
school and pursue something that could transform the mindsets of development moving 
forward.

In addition to my focus on sustainable agriculture, I am also studying visual arts in hopes of 
integrating creativity and art making into whatever form of development I work in. I believe 
that if we can build beyond binary forms of development and instead work cross disciplinary, 
we can create a more inclusive and aware platform of change. Art and agriculture may appear 
separate, but they are not. Instead principles of both can be upgraded by their connection to 
one another. The dynamic service learning that occurs at Camp pushed me to reflect and see 
beyond the simple pursuit of one form of service and instead inspired me to create what I 
believe can exist. Camp gave me the heart to love beyond what I knew was possible and it 
remains to be the place that teaches me most about the world, people, and myself.

 The Louis August Jonas Foundation?s mission is to develop in promising young people from around the world a lifelong 
commitment to compassionate and responsible leadership for the betterment of their communities and the world.  We do this at 
Camp by fostering an appreciation of both diversity and our common humanity, expanding intellectual horizons and heightening 
artistic sensibilities. Our mission is woven into all activities which develop leadership abilities and self-reliance. Camp offers and 
demonstrates a philosophy of living to serve society through the pursuit of humanitarian goals. LAJF and Camp R ising Sun want 
to highlight how Camp impacts the lives of our alumni. Alumna Fenna Slenter (?10, ?11) reflects on her time at Camp and her 
experience with Generations For Peace and the alumnae, Janelle (?96, ?97, ?01 - ?03, ?06), and Lisa (?01- ?03) Iglesias discuss their 
2018 artwork. We are also excited to feature alumna and counselor Olivia (?14, ?15, ?18) from Colorado, counselor M ai-Anh (?18) 
from Vietnam, our alumna M elina (?18) from Argentina.  As follows is how Camp has impacted their lives thus far in their own 
words. 

MAKING AN IMPACT

Olivia from  Colorado

Living the M ission

"Camp gave me the heart to 
love beyond what I  knew was 
possible and it remains to be 
the place that teaches me most 
about the world, people, and 
myself."
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Hello! X in chào! M y name is M ai Anh, I am from Vietnam but 
currently attending college in Connecticut. I spent my last summer 
working as a counselor at Camp R ising Sun and it was an amazing 
experience that fostered a personal growth that I will always be 
thankful for.   

M y summer at Camp strengthened my perspective on the concept 
of a bubble society. The college I am attending, similar to other 
liberal arts schools in America, is politically and socially active and 
liberal to a point deemed unrealistic by some social practices. I 
personally benefit from and advocate for this liberal environment 
where human beings are not labeled but encouraged to live as they 
are. However, this is not a shared attitude among everyone I know. 
I remember some heated dinner debates with my uncle where I 
defended the liberal ideologies in my college environment when he 
talked about how colleges have been utopian bubbles of 
progressivism and created a false idea of the ?real world?, saying 
that they should stop fostering such a good but unrealistic 
environment to prevent students from encountering a ?shock? 
after graduation. I always knew he had a point, but I believed that 
the liberal environment I am thriving in has its inherent values, 
and I had been trying to reconcile between the ideas before 
coming to Camp.  

A ?bubble? is also essentially what Camp is about; not everywhere 
in the world will people greet each other each and every morning 
with a smile, great energy and genuineness. N ot everywhere in the 
world will people give each other compliments and a pat on the 
back for great efforts made. N ot everywhere in the world are 
opinions encouraged and when feedback is given they come from a 
place of care and concern for improvement. N ot everywhere in the 
world are differences encouraged to surface and be discussed with 
an aim to strengthen relationships. 

Comparing Camp to my college environment, I finally had an 
answer to myself. M y uncle?s point makes sense, but it is formed 
under the assumption that we are on the receiving end and merely 
benefit from the good environment, hence when we are in a 
different and not as fostering environment we will easily encounter 
a shock. However, each individual at Camp, including both 
campers and staff members, is in fact also on the giving end, as we 
benefit from and try to expand the good environment to our 
communities back home. We become ambassadors for Camp 
values of diversity, cross-border unity, and concern for the 
development of others in our communities. This is well conveyed 
in the mission of Camp. Camp is a bubble to be expanded. I think 
of Camp?s mission and realize that, as a college student, I have the 
same one, which is to carry on and spread the ideas and ideologies 
of the environment that brings us safety and room to thrive.

M ai-Anh from  V ietnam

Summer at Camp was also a chance for me to reflect on 
multicultural background and heritage in the context of 
globalization. I spent the first 18 years of my life in Vietnam 
and am currently receiving an education in America and 
studying French and Francophone culture, all of which have 
greatly shaped the person I am today. Summer at Camp gave 
me the chance to reflect on where I stand in terms of 
representing my background. Being surrounded by campers 
and fellow counselors from different countries and cultural 
background, I am inclined to represent the heritage of the place 
I was born and raised, but it makes my story incomplete 
because I am the collection of experience that has gone far 
beyond the border of my nation. I decided to talk in terms of 
the cultures I have been living through and the ideologies I 
have resonated with and adopted instead of restricting my 
experience to a single place or a single culture. This idea 
became clearer as I thought of the concept of imagined 
community and questioned what defined myself as a 
Vietnamese. This conception of cultural heritage is even more 
crucial in the age of globalization where ideas and ideologies 
intersect, and people are no longer confined to one place. But 
of course, adopting a new cultural identity does not mean 
erasing old ones, and people should be defined as the collection 
of their experience that comprises of both heritage and adopted 
ideas across cultures. The key is to be critical, thinking about 
what to adopt and what not to, keeping in mind cultural 
dynamics.

Camp affects each person in a different way. If you?re a camper, 
it might be an eye-opening experience that paves the way for 
more adventures in the future. Camp is a chance for me to 
reflect on my experience in the last 3 years, which gives me the 
answers to all of the questions that came up during my time as 
a college student in America, all of which fostered in me a 
tremendous growth. I am thankful for this growth; it has 
become a part of my story, and so has Camp.  
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CAMP RISING SUN 1968

M elina from  Argentina

Our alumna M elina (?18) from Argentina 
created a video made as a class assignment 
to teach her classmates about Camp. You 
can see the video in Spanish, 
https://bit.ly/2FS3eC5, and in English, 
https://bit.ly/2uAzins. Her words that 
follow express what the video project and 
Camp meant to her.   

I go to ORT, which is a school with 
different specializations, and I am in the 
mass media track. We study photography 
to filmmaking. In one of my subjects, 
where we make and edit videos, we had 
this class assignment to do a 5-minute 
documentary about a topic we liked. We 
had to do some interviews and look for 
information. Since I knew I was going to 
Camp, I talked to the school and decided 
to make it about CR S. I knew it was going 
to be an incredible idea. So, I asked for the 
camp´ s authorization to film the video 
during the summer. However, I had to do 
it by myself as I am from the Southern 
Hemisphere and had missed plenty of 
classes while at camp. The school was 
really happy about this opportunity and 
was really supportive. M y teachers really 
liked it and my classmates could not 
believe it. From the first time I told them, 
they were amazed with this opportunity 
but also because it is not common in 
Argentina. 

 

I hope in this video that everybody will see 
what Camp is about, and see how close we 
can get to know each other. That at Camp 

we learn about the world we live in and the 
opportunities we have. Going to Camp is a unique 
and amazing experience, and I want to show that 
through this video. 

 

I am, and always will be, grateful for having the 
opportunity of doing this video, of filming in 
camp and attending the program. I miss it every 
second and watching this video could not make 
me happier.

 

To me, Camp became part of my regular life, of 
my family and heart. I got to know amazing girls 
and staff. Everybody was accepting even when we 
disagreed. We learned how to live one month 
with people from different backgrounds and 
countries, without having much communication 
with our parents. I learned to appreciate my life, 
the opportunities I have, and myself. It changed 
the way I see the world and the way I live in a 
really good way. I got better at English and saw 
how useful it is. I learned things that I would 
never have thought of, for example, how to sing 
the happy birthday song in many languages and 
how to do stage combat. N ow Camp is a really 
important part of my life as a teenager. I think this 
will help me to see that I can do things by myself 
and that I don?t need to depend on somebody else. 
Also that even in the worst and best moments, I 
should listen to myself and ask for help because I 
know that I have more than 80 friends all around 
the world to help and support me. 

I would really like to thank everybody for making 
this possible, the staff, the camp directors and my 
camp sisters.

This article has been edited for grammar since English is not the primary language used by the author.

CRS ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX53XdPB8uU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX53XdPB8uU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX53XdPB8uU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yK8HdVZ4HDM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yK8HdVZ4HDM&feature=youtu.be
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Join your Local Alum ni Associat ion 

M any regions and countries have a local alumni association that arranges social gatherings, 
selects campers and fundraise to support Camp. For a list of all alumni associations, or to 
find  and contact your association, visit the Alumni N etwork section of our website. 
Contact us at mnissen@lajf.org to learn how to set up an alumni association in your region!

CRS ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

Sneak Peek 2019 This season, LAJF will 

welcome campers from 31 countries and 8 US States 

and territories. Thank you to our selectors around the 

world for all of the hard work they have done not only 

to select campers, but also to help guide campers and 

their families through the preparation process. 

Without our worldwide network of alumni, Camp 

Rising Sun would not be possible. This year, we 

welcome campers from:

Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Barbados, Bulgaria, Cameroon, 
China, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Greenland, Hungary, Israel, Italy, M orocco, 
N etherlands, N orway, Palestine, Poland, South Africa, South 
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Tajikistan, United K ingdom, United 
States, Zambia, California, Colorado, M innesota, M issouri, 
M ississippi, N ew Jersey, N ew York, Pennsylvania

http://www.lajf.org/alumni-network/
http://www.lajf.org/alumni-network/
http://www.lajf.org/alumni-network/
mailto:nmissen@lajf.org
mailto:nmissen@lajf.org
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Alumna Fenna Slenter (?10, ?11) reflects on her time at Camp 
and her experience with Generations For Peace.

I always tell people about how my participation in Camp 
R ising Sun was really a life-changing experience for me, 
which is the usual phrase uttered when describing the impact 
that CR S can have on campers? lives. However, when people 
ask me why so, I find it difficult to put this feeling into 
words. Yes, my CR S years (2010 and 2011) brought me in 
touch with friends for a lifetime, living all around the globe, 
and yes, the experience made me grow from the 15-year-old 
child I was then into a more mature and independent young 
adult. It made me understand the fundamentals of what it 
means to be a leader and taught me how to face personal and 
institutional challenges. These have all been incredibly 
valuable, but I was still left searching for what exactly 
constitutes the essence of my life-changing experience.

The answer to the above question became clear to me during 
my time in Amman, Jordan. Over the summer of 2018, I 
have been volunteering at the leading, global non-profit 
organization Generations For Peace (GFP) for two months, 
as a blog writer under Communications and the GFP 
Institute, the organization?s research arm. Generations For 
Peace is a preventive peace-building organization, which 
means that they focus on conflict transformation at the 
grassroots, empowering young leaders to promote active 
tolerance and responsible citizenship in communities 
experiencing different forms of conflict and violence. This is 
done via carefully-facilitated activities that engage 
community members of all ages to enable sustained 
behavioral change. 

The similarities between CR S and GFP are striking. Both 
see youth as the driver of sustainable change; after all, they 
are the leaders of tomorrow. Targeted youth will carry with 
them the lessons they have learned for a lifetime, as I 
experienced myself. Furthermore, youth usually stand at the 
center of their communities in a way that they are able to 
influence and transform their communities for the better. 
Both GFP and CR S are striving for diverse, tolerant and 
peaceful societies. The vehicles for such change that GFP 
uses are sport-, arts-, advocacy-, dialogue-, and 
empowerment activities, all of which can also be found 
within the program of CR S: instructions, projects, and 
evening programs offer a multitude of such activities.

Whereas GFP specifically focuses on communities struck by 
any kind of conflict, CR S targets youth in all parts of society. 
However, one of the evening programs that I remember most 
is the one addressing the Palestinian-Israeli conflict by our 

CRS AND GENERATIONS FOR PEACE

https://www.generationsforpeace.org/en/blog
https://www.generationsforpeace.org/en/friendship-in-the-face-of-division/
https://www.generationsforpeace.org/en/friendship-in-the-face-of-division/
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two campers from the region, which familiarized me with 
the complexity of the conflict for the first time. The 
evening, for me, was really a prime example of how 
dialogue and informed discussion can lead to real 
understanding of both sides of the conflict, which is 
necessary to build towards a workable resolution in the 
future. I guess it was no coincidence that both campers 
were sleeping in the ?United N ations? tent in our first 
week of camp.

Lastly, the slogan of GFP is ?pass it on...? which is exactly 
what CR S expects its campers to do once they return 
home after summer. This cascading model in both CR S 
and GFP makes it possible to let more people benefit from 
the experience than only the direct participants themselves. 
It is about spreading knowledge, ideas and a worldly 
perspective that could have a positive impact on other 
people?s lives, who could in their turn again pass on this 
message. 

After a month in Amman, it hit me there and then that I 
probably would have never ended up in Jordan would it not 
have been for CR S, thus answering the question of how 
camp changed my life. Flying across the ocean at such a 
young age and experiencing a variety of cultures, languages, 
ideas, and values transformed me into a world citizen, more 
aware of the diversity around me. There is more to life than 
the small community I grew up in, and having had this 
realization has made me eager to discover, to connect, and 
to engage with others. This eagerness is what eventually 
brought me to Jordan, too. 

CR S and GFP show that connection, dialogue, and 
kindness create active tolerance and nuanced 
understanding. I am confident that we, as campers and as 
human beings, can and should take it upon ourselves to 
spread this message

CRS AND GENERATIONS FOR PEACE

"Flying across the ocean at such a young age and 
experiencing a variety of cultures, languages, ideas, 
and values transformed me into a world citizen, 
more aware of the diversity around me." 
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CR S alumnae, Janelle (?96, ?97, ?01 - ?03, ?06), and Lisa (?01- 
?03) Iglesias, are an art duo whose interactive installation, Las 
Hermanas Iglesias: Here Here, was installed at the Utah 
Museum of Fine Art August 26, 2017 to January 28, 2018. 
This installation sought to bring people together, and 
encourage creative experimentation. 

The Iglesias Sisters, Janelle (?96, ?97, ?01 - ?03, ?06), and Lisa 
(?01- ?03), are an art duo whose work has recently been 
featured in various newspaper, such as the Phoenix N ew 
Times, and their work has been exhibited in various galleries 
and museums across the United States. Their exhibit is an 
interactive installation titled Las Hermanas Iglesias: HERE, 
HERE, located in the Art, Community, Museum, 
Experience (ACM E) Lab at the Utah Museum of Fine Art. 

The CR S alumnae refer to themselves as Las Hermanas 
Iglesias when they collaborate on projects. Janelle and Lisa 
state on their website that the name ?Las Hermanas speaks to 
our identity as woven into histories and philosophies of 
feminism and collaboration. As the children of N orwegian 
and Dominican immigrants who grew up in Queens, N ew 
York City, our project-based, trans-disciplinary work 
explores issues of hybridity, social participation and cultural 
fusion.? 

Through employing playful structures that respond to the 
community and geographical context of each project, Las 
Hermanas create artworks that disrupt borders, engage 
absurdity, and promote the benefits of working together.

This exhibit manifests their moniker, Las Hermanas Iglesias, 
by asking visitors to create something in this space. ?At the 
core of the project is an invitation for creative 
experimentation,? which is one aspect of the Camp R ising 
Sun program. Much like the R ising Sun program, ?each 
element of the sisters' ever-changing exhibition is designed to 
be activated, handled, moved, altered, worn, and played. 
M ake your own rules at the UM FA to re-imagine, re-create, 
and re-invent.?

The UM FA explains that the ACM E Lab is ?a space 
dedicated to community engagement and art 
experimentation,? and ?to promote interconnectivity, build 
community pride, and advocate for organizing.? 

LAS HERMANAS IGLESIAS
CRS ALUMNAE ART EXHIBIT

https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/las-hermanas
https://umfa.utah.edu/las-hermanas
https://umfa.utah.edu/las-hermanas
https://umfa.utah.edu/las-hermanas
https://umfa.utah.edu/las-hermanas
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
https://umfa.utah.edu/
http://www.lashermanasiglesias.com/about
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They also wrote ?We think of collaboration as a flexible sensibility that encompasses cooperation, coordination, 
orchestration, collectivity (and more)?  as a plastic material that we can question and play with. People often romanticize 
our working-relationship because we are sisters??but collaboration is often extremely difficult for us??geographically, 
emotionally, financially and logistically. We keep at it because we are invested in the practice of collaborating. We?re also 
mindful of the role collaboration has played in the history of feminist art in the 20th century, and the ways in which 
collaboration allowed women artists to reject notions of the individual ?master' genius and negate patriarchal notions of 
power in order to establish a more supportive, radical network of art-making. This is part of what brings us back to the 
table each time we work on a project together. Collaborating is then this deliberate choice and we take care to discuss the 
ethics and personal/community stakes of each opportunity.? 

Because we can?t take anything for granted and we think and work very differently from one another, we experiment with 
and question strategies of collaboration and working systems each time we get together.  We try to treat each new project as 

an opportunity to grow.

Janelle was a camper at CR S in 1996 and 1997. Both Janelle and Lisa worked as counselors from 2001-2003, engaging our 
campers in their creative, critical, collaborative approach to the arts. Janelle was also the Assistant Camp Director at our 
former location in Stendis, Denmark in 2006.
Currently, Lisa is an Assistant Professor of Drawing & Painting at the University of Florida, and Janelle recently relocated 
her studio to Southern California. To learn more about Janelle and Lisa?s artwork, visit their website. To catch a glimpse 
into their creative process, watch this video, created by Phoenix New Times of the sisters installing one of their collaborative 
art exhibits. 

The ACME Lab also promotes collaboration, 
a core element of the Camp Rising Sun 
program. Janelle and Lisa told us that 
?collectives, since the beginning, have always 
had a utopian air about them, and have been 
understood as places where modern ideas of 
labor, citizenship, and belonging can be put to 
the test and/or reimagined. This is one of the 
reasons we loved and continue to love Camp.? 

http://www.lashermanasiglesias.com
http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/video/artistic-sisters-install-an-exhibit-at-asu-Oe2XcjcC
http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/video/artistic-sisters-install-an-exhibit-at-asu-Oe2XcjcC
http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/video/artistic-sisters-install-an-exhibit-at-asu-Oe2XcjcC
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CELEBRATING STENDIS
To celebrate 2019's 10-year reunion of the last season of CR S Stendis, a small group of Stendis 
alumnae are looking into putting together a reunion (for everyone) to celebrate Stendis! They 
would love to receive help, ideas, and to get people on board!  If you are interested, please reach 
out to Elyem Chej (elyemc@gmail.com)

Every Wisdom Circle begins with a question. This is the question for this circle. Tell a story 
about something you learned from camp. Choose one experience that made a change in you.

When I arrived as a second year to Camp R ising Sun Europe in 2006, I was greeted by 
newly-published copies of ?The Sachem?s Wisdom Circle,? little yellow books scattered 
around campus filled with stories of wisdom from the campers before me. Through camp, 
I learned that Wisdom Circles are a form of Council where a group of people sit together to 
listen and speak from their hearts an opportunity to deepen the values of authenticity, caring, 
trust, and openness to change that were so vital to my experience at Stendis.

I looked forward to Wisdom Circles each Saturday. N ever had I experienced such a supportive 
space where sharing openly about my own vulnerabilities, hopes, and fears could be 
transformed into an opportunity for personal grown, self confidence, and positive change. The seed of confidence planted in 
Wisdom Circles was watered by the passion I felt towards creating a more just world - a world that was vastly expanded through 
my interactions with my fellow campers. As a community, the campers from my season turned our passion into action by 
organizing a campaign to support relief efforts for those affected by the Israeli -  Lebanese conflict in the summer of 2006.

I remember working diligently to create postcards inscribed with the motto ?peace in yourself, peace in the world,? indicative of 
the R ising Sun emphasis on self-reflection and personal growth as a vital quality of servant leadership. We invited visitors to 
donate to our cause. We stayed up late into the night for a peace mural marathon-24 hours of continuous painting on a giant 
canvas spread across the side of the building. Through these efforts, we raised hundreds of dollars for victims of armed conflict in 
just a few short weeks without ever having to leave campus.

Years later when I opened my vigil letter, I found not one, but three questions, which reignited a Wisdom Circle of my own. The 
letter listed ?Women Empowerment,? under which I wrote down three important questions: When do you feel powerful? When 
will there be gender equality? What motivates you? Though the answers to these questions are constantly evolving as I enter 
different stages in my life, these three questions always remind me of the Wisdom Circles out by the lake that inspired 
much-needed confidence in a young woman?s ability to lead the world and the passion for equality that motivated my sisters to 
take action against armed conflict. 

I continue to make sense of these three questions in my life today. And whenever I feel stuck, I open up that yellow book and find 
the motivation I need to keep searching. Over the past three summers as Camp Director, I have reread ?The Sachem?s Wisdom 
Circle? more times than I can remember. Whether I am reflecting on which of my own stories to share with the campers at a 
weekly Council fire or seeking inspiration in a difficult situation, I find that the stories of my fellow alumnae never fail to bring the 
R ising Sun mission back into focus.

I would like to thank the campers of CR S/E ?04 & ?05 for inviting us all to sit in their Wisdom Circle,and my fellow Stendis 
alumnae for passing on this valuable tradition to all of our campers today.Camp R ising Sun Europe was created by a group of 
dedicated alumni committed to expanding the R ising Sun mission and empowering more young women to change the world. As 
a result of their leadership, over 300 young women around the world attended Stendis, raising the number of R ising Sun alumnae 
worldwide to over 1200 in the past 30 years. I am grateful to be among this inspiring group of alumnae and continue to apply the 
valuable lessons I learned as a camper in my efforts to inspire a new generation of R ising Sun alumni/ae equally committed to 
responsible servant leadership for the betterment of their communities and our world.

Since every Wisdom Circle begins with a question, I would like to pose one here: How do you carry forth the lessons of camp in 
your daily life?Please take a moment out of your day to reflect on the deeply personal moments that show the lasting impact of 
your camp experience. I hope you will join me in making a contribution to Camp R ising Sun so future campers can continue to 
benefit from the wisdom that blossoms so beautifully at camp.
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From August 15th to 17th, 2018, a leadership camp inspired 
by Camp R ising Sun took place in Shanghai, China. This 
project was organized by Chinese alumni HuiChen Wang 
(?16, ?17), Yifan Zhu (?15), and X iao Zhang (?17). Truly 
paying it forward, these campers collaborated to run a mini 
R ising Sun program in Shanghai. N ine brilliant teenagers 
attended this summer camp and learned about service 
leadership. We are proud of all the work they put into camper 
selection, to instructions and projects. Below, HuiChen 
Wang describes the success of the CR S-inspired summer 
program and reflects on the delights and challenges of 
undertaking this new leadership project with his fellow CR S 
alumni in Shanghai. 

Just like many CR S alumni, I felt camp-sick every now and 
then. Scenes of my two summers at Camp often replayed in 
my mind. I would think of the Ghost Stone Council in which 
Janessa (my Camp Director) announced everyone?s name as 
Sachem for Life; I would think of the Dock Project for which 
I have spent a whole month hammering at planks and 
painting them; and I would think of the days when 60 young 
men created a Safe Place with kindness and respect. For me, 
camp-sickness represents a mixed feeling? nostalgia, 
gratefulness, and intensity of friendship. 

It was in late M arch that I read the words from Freddie which 
propelled me to organize this project. I searched up Camp 
R ising Sun in Wikipedia and saw a quote from Freddie. He 
said the following words concerning what he expected of 
CR S alumni, ?We ask that the boys return to life, some day 
and in some way, the good they have received from it [CR S]. 
So, we do ask a price, and it?s a rather high one.? At the time 
I read this, I knew I found a way to crystallize my passion for 
Camp. Though organizing a leadership camp could be? and 
it proved to be? extremely hard for a high school student, 
passing on what I learned at Camp was something I desired to 
do for my community. 

Preparation for this mini CR S project went underway in 
April. I contacted two alumni? Yifan Zhu (?15) and X iao 
Zhang (?17)? who both gladly agreed to be counselors in this 
mini Camp. We were then able to find an Educational 
Institution named Education First (EF) as the sponsor of our 
project, who has a record of sponsoring many not-for-profit 
educational projects each year globally. Upon hearing our 
conception for a leadership camp with campers being their 

own teachers, our sponsor quickly empathized with our 
observation that Chinese students need the introduction of 
leadership in their lives. Hence, they agreed to provide the 
venue and meals for our project without anything in return. 

After nearly three months of camper selection, we finalized 
the camper list to 9 promising teenagers, most of whom were 
around 13 and 14. Before they attended Camp, each camper 
was sent an Instruction Proposal Form (thanks to LAJF for 
providing us with this valuable material) and a step-to-step 
guide on how to plan an instruction. Then, the three 
counselors reviewed their proposals and gave feedback 
regarding how to improve their plans. We were happy to see 
that all campers had interesting stuff they felt like sharing, 
such as ballet, Artificial Intelligence (AI), economics, and 
creativity in real life. M eanwhile, we collected ideas from 
campers about project sessions. Limited by space and 
resources, our mini camp couldn?t organize outdoor projects, 
but we still planned daily team challenge tasks aimed at 
cultivating creativity and team spirit.

Our mini Camp started with one of Justin Shin?s favorite 
classic icebreaker game? the Prisoner?s Dilemma. As the 
game progressed, campers became familiar with one another. 
At the end of our first session, the counselors introduced the 
camp goals and guidelines of trust and respect.

The second session featured X iao giving a model instruction 
on Japanese. In his fun 90-minute instruction, campers 
learned useful phrases in Japanese and played games on 
Japanglish (Japanese English) words. As a Camp tradition, 
X iao reflected on his instruction and took feedback from the 
other two counselors. At this point, campers didn?t feel like 
giving feedback, but they would actively give one another 
feedback in later sessions.

The afternoon began with instructions given by campers. The 
instructors all came well prepared. Fellow campers and 
counselors were amazed at the interesting facts in economics 
and the history of the Tudor Dynasty. I?m very glad to see 
campers enjoy sharing their knowledge and being taught by 
others. Through lectures and group discussions, our camp 
goal of broadening intellectual horizon was definitely 
achieved. What?s more, I think the confidence they gained 

SHANGHAI'S 2018 MINI CRS
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through giving a successful instruction is particularly 
valuable? this is what will convince them that they can be active 
agents in sharing and making changes.

The last session of the day was a project. The task was building a 
paper bridge that could sustain as much weight as possible. 
Campers were divided into groups and they demonstrated their 
creativity through different designs that actually worked. In the 
reflection session, we discussed how each group came up with 
their idea. It appeared to the campers that innovation came with 
discussion and experimentation: new ideas rarely pop up if each 
member works alone. We finally came to the conclusion that this 
mini project mimics the process of solving problems and daily 
communication. Seeing the campers arrive at these conclusions, I 
know we have achieved what we wanted.

The following two days saw campers bonded more closely. We 
had different opinions, but we all resorted to discussion and 
friendly debate instead of arguing. Counselors gave instructions 
on political science, active listening, and psychology. X iao talked 
about his experience with using leadership and team work to 
promote first-aid skills. We also saw fruitful discussions about 
feminism and human rights in which campers shared cases of 
discrimination or positive changes that they experienced in real 
life or learned from news. Everyone was constantly challenged by 
different perspectives raised by others. All we did was introduce 
the topics to campers and they naturally took over the discussion. 
We are confident that they will keep their passion for social issues 
and inspire others to do the same.

Three days is brief for a summer camp, but we hope that the 
lessons endure. Though we have accomplished much, there are 
still things we could improve next time, such as giving more 
initiative to the campers. Letting campers plan activities and 
schedule the days will give them more experience with ?service 
leadership.? These are what we seek to improve next year.

Organizing this mini CR S has also been a learning experience for 
me. Starting from scratch to do such a ?crazy? project revealed 
the hard work behind a summer camp to me. From finding a 
sponsor to planning the activities, I enhanced my interpersonal 
skills. N ow I view the work of LAJF with more respect than ever, 
considering that the Foundation is responsible for every detail of 
Camp. 

Shout out to LAJF, to supportive CR S alumni, and to all those 
who dare to chase wild dreams!
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HOSTING
Hosting international and out of state campers 
as they arrive in N ew York is a longstanding 
Camp tradition. Families host campers for one 
to two nights before they make their way to 
Camp, and at the end of the season. Some host 
families have gone above and beyond by taking 
our campers to the Statue of Liberty, Times 
Square, or N YC Site Bus Tours. Host?s efforts 
to make campers feel safe and at home is 
beyond appreciated by campers, camper 
parents, and CR S! The moment a camper gets 
off their plane is when their CR S experience 
begins which includes all of the time spent with 
host families. 

Becom e a host for the 2019 season! CRS 
2019 H osting dates are: June 20th, June 
19th, July 25th and August 23rd. Alumni 
and current campers in the N YC area along 
with all of the LAJF staff work to host all of our 
incoming campers. We still do not have the 
space to host all campers. We do not expect 
each camper to get their own room. CR S 
appreciates hosts opening their homes and 
showing campers around N YC while they get 
over jet lag and start their CR S adventure! 
Parents appreciate knowing their kids are in 
N ew York safe and sound while they 
acclimatise to the city. If you can?t host but can 
assist with transportation, please reach out to 
us. Email rlainez@lajf.org with your hosting 
questions, or to help with transportation. We 
look forward to hearing from you soon!

 ?I  have had the privilege of hosting campers in 2010, 
2011, 2015, 2017 and 2018. Each year, I  have met 
incredible and talented students from all over the world 
and the states. Many have stayed in touch with me 
and it?s great to see how Camp has changed their lives 
and how these campers are making an impact in the 
world. I t is rewarding and makes me feel even more 
connect to Camp Rising Sun.? -  Ruby 

T he Louis August Jonas Foundation and Cam p R ising Sun 
would l ike to say a big ?T hank You? to those in our CRS 
com m unity who hosted cam pers for the 2018 season! 

Ethan Allone ?18, Jenny Azucena ?18, Talia Banks ?17-?18, Sam 
Baron ?07, Rajvir Batra ?18, Jessica Cohen ?18, Claire De La 
Roche ?18, Darin Eng ?18, Benjamin Evelson ?17, Peter Fudge 
?59-?60,?64, Oliver Garcia ?18, M iles Garcia ?17, Rachael 
Gardner, Remy Goldberg ?17-?18, R ishab Gosalia ?18, M ary H ill, 
Ashley Indictor ?18, Scott Kaye ?91-?92,?97,?11, Jake Kenny ?18, 
Justin Lee ?18, Susan Levy, John Lohier ?18, Helene 
M attera?97,98,?00,01,?10-12,?16-?18, M ia M inaya ?18, Jacqueline 
Olmo Ramos ?91-?92, Roshan Pathak ?18, Katie Qiu ?18, 
Omanie R ichardson ?18, Jeffrey Saeteros ?18, Jason Shao ?17, 
M ariama Sow ?18, Cheyenne Surin-Bullard ?18, Eric Yaromin 
?18, Andrew Yuen ?18, Sasha Zolley ?98

mailto:rlainez@lajf.org
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HOST PRIVATE EVENTS AT CRS

Camp Rising Sun is available for private rentals, including 
retreats, conferences, school trips, and weddings. 

Rentals are available during the Camp's off-season, 
starting in September until May. 

Rental details vary based on the needs of your event 
(single,overnight, or multi-day). 

Camp Rising Sun is a welcoming and inspirational place. 
We wish to welcome you and  your group to enjoy its 

natural beauty and make memories.

For more information, email us at business@lajf.org. 
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Join us for the 2019 summer Alumni Reunion on July 19th-21st. 
Registration is now open!

From July 19th to July 21st, we welcome all alumni and friends to Camp R ising Sun for the annual Alumni Weekend. This year is 
a special Anniversary! The 30th Anniversary of girls? programming at CR S.  We hope you can help us celebrate! Join us for 
singing, dining, projects, instructions, special activities and speakers, council and the annual trip to Holy Cow ice-cream!

Celebrat ing a reunion? Or are you a student?
Alumni celebrating their 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th, 25th, 30th, 40th, 45th, and 50th reunion can attend the reunion at a 50% 
discount. Alumni and staff are hard at work connecting with our major anniversary years. If you attended Camp in one of these 
years please use code REUN ION 19 for a discounted admission. We are expecting major turnouts for these significant milestones. 
Students can attend for free in exchange for volunteering 3 hours during the reunion. When registering, use the code STUD2019. 

Register now! Go to www.lajf.org/events. 

Are you unable to participate in this year?s Alumni Reunion but still wish to join the celebration? You can assist with a donation to 
underwrite reunion costs. Contributions underwriting the Reunion are a way for you to contribute to the success of the evening 
beyond attending. Underwriting donations offset the cost of the event, help an alumnus/a attend the event, and contribute to the 
success of the event. Your generous contribution is greatly appreciated! 

Please note that no one will be turned away if they cannot afford the registration for the reunion. Email Helene at 
hmattera@lajf.org or M ads N issen at mnissen@lajf.org for more information. 

Program
Fr iday Saturday Sunday

10:00-11:00 AM :  We welcome 
Clinton Alumnae to meet the 2019 

Campers

M orning: Breakfast at the Red Hook 
Campus 9:00-11:00 AM : Brunch

12:00 PM : Lunch in Town 30th Anniversary Walk/Run from Red 
Hook to Clinton Campus

10:00 AM : Board M eeting (All visitors 
welcome to attend). 

5:00 PM : Cocktail Hour & Opening 
Remarks Lunch at Clinton 2:00 PM : Goodbye's & 'See you later'

7:30 PM : Dinner
Afternoon: Special Reunion Speakers, 

Program and Activities (more information 
to follow)

Dinner at Clinton

ALUMNI WEEKEND                                 JULY 19 - 21 2019 AT CAMP

https://lajf.z2systems.com/np/clients/lajf/event.jsp?event=111&
https://lajf.z2systems.com/np/clients/lajf/event.jsp?event=111&
https://lajf.z2systems.com/np/clients/lajf/event.jsp?event=111&
https://lajf.z2systems.com/np/clients/lajf/event.jsp?event=111&
http://www.lajf.org/events
https://lajf.z2systems.com/np/clients/lajf/donation.jsp?campaign=66&&test=true
mailto:hmattera@lajf.org
mailto:mnissen@lajf.org
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Reunion years
The following years are being celebrated during the Alumni Weekend.

CR S 1959: Celebrating 60 years

CR S 1969: Celebrating 50 years

CR S 1974: Celebrating 45 years

CR S 1979: Celebrating 40 years

CR S 1989: Celebrating 30 years

CR S 1994: Celebrating 25 years

CR S 1999: Celebrating 20 years

CR S 2004: Celebrating 15 years

CR S 2009: Celebrating 10 years

CR S 2014: Celebrating 5 years

If you went to Camp in one of the listed years and would like to join us 
in organizing your reunion feel free to reach out! Get in touch with 
Director of Alumni Affairs, M ads N issen, if you are interested in 
celebrating your reunion year with you camp-friends this summer.

If you are celebrating a reunion but are unable to participate in the 
Alumni Weekend, please consider sending an update for the Yearbook. 
You can submit your update here! 
You can send your update to alumni@lajf.org! 

Register online at 
www.lajf.org/events

Donate to Reunion
https://bit.ly/2UjbnYd 

ALUMNI WEEKEND                                 JULY 19 - 21 2019 AT CAMP
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T he George E. Jonas (GEJ) Scholarship  
Are you currently an undergraduate or graduate student in the USA, or will be in the next school year? Apply for the George E. 
Jonas (GEJ) Scholarship! The scholarship fund is dedicated to the memory of George E. (?Freddie?) Jonas. Thanks to the generosity 
of the Georges Lurcy Trust and CR S alumni and friends, the scholarship is available for all alumni of Camp R ising Sun, including 
former summer staff. The Scholarship selection committee values intellectual ability, character and future promise of fostering the 
values of Camp R ising Sun. For more information, check out our website at www.lajf.org/gej-scholarships.

T he Fellowship Program  
The Fellowship is an opportunity to learn about the nonprofit field while executing a project that will further the 
work of LAJF. Launched in the summer of 2015, Fellow projects have included re-design of www.lajf.org, Vigil 
Letter outreach, drafting of a Camp Director's H andbook and creating a Youtube Video channel for CR S. We 
love to hear about what our applicants are passionate about to build an experience that they will truly enjoy.  
Fellows are compensated for their work and must be alumni of at least 18 years of age.  If you are interested, you 
can find more information on our website www.lajf.org/fellowship-at- lajf/.

?My time as a Fellow at LAJF was quite the learning experience! W hat I  
learned, I  applied to similar nonprofit organizations such as Camp Kesem. 
Because of my time as a fellow I  was asked to join the fundraising committee 
for Camp Kesem.? 

-  Amit Singh (?12, ?16, ?17)

Legacy Cam per Program
Do you want to give your child or grandchild a chance of the same wonderful experience you had at CR S? Our Legacy Camper 
Program is an opportunity to do so! Legacy campers can join the CR S community for one or two weeks during the summer, and 
take part in all Camp activities and experiences. Legacy campers are an important part of our community that helps to strengthen 
intergenerational ties.  You can email us at apply@lajf.org or call +1 (212) 686-1930 with questions. 

ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

?As a recipient of the GEJ 
scholarship, I  understand with 
far greater clarity how LAJF 
generously supports and 
encourages us not only as 
campers but also as young 
adults. This scholarship is 
helping me to complete my 
postgraduate student teaching 
through my undergraduate 
institution, Washington and 
Lee University.?  

-  Alison Mason (?11, ?12), 2017 GEJ 
Scholarship Recipient

?CRS inspired me to study Spanish and 
Cultural Studies in pursuit of becoming an 
International Lawyer. Thanks to the GEJ 
Scholarship, I  have been able to further my 
education at NYU as a Pre-Law student 
minoring in Spanish and studying an 
individualized concentration of Sociology, 
Psychology, Cultural Studies & Business.  
The CRS community?s support does not end 
at Camp?  

-  Monica Janvier (?15, '16), 2018 GEJ 
Scholarship Recipient 

Recent fellows include:
Sonia Wargacka 10, ?16 - ?18

Katleho M ohale ?11, ?12, ?16, ?18

"Seeing my daughter celebrate camp life and still singing the same songs that I  can 
remember word by word is priceless. it shows the deep bond we have with CRS." 

-  Marco Mensick ('84)

?After going to camp, I  finally understood what my dad had been talking all these 
years. I t is truly an amazing experience and I  am so happy that LAJF offers this 
opportunity to me and other legacy campers. I  hope one day I  will be as fortunate 
as my dad and I  hope that I  will have the chance to give my children the 
opportunity to experience everything Camp Rising Sun has to offer."  

-Maartje Mensink ('18)

http://www.lajf.org/gej-scholarships
http://www.lajf.org
http://www.lajf.org/fellowship-at-lajf/
mailto:apply@lajf.org
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ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
D o you want to join a  Com m ittee?
Alumni take an active part in shaping LAJF and Camp R ising Sun through their participation in Committees. Each committee meets 
multiple times a year, and being part of them is a great way to give back to the community.  Our current committees include committees 
on Alumni Relations, Auditing, Building and Grounds, Finance and Investment, Fundraising, GEJ Scholarship, Health and Safety, 
Program, Selection Policy and Strategic Planning.  If you would like to join a committee, email us at contact@lajf.org and we will put you 
in touch with the chair of that committee.                                                                .

?I  was a camper at CRS in 1958-59, and now, almost 50 years later, I?m still engaged with the Foundation, serving as Chair of the 
George E. Jonas Scholarship Committee. As the years have passed, I?ve increasingly realized and valued the uniqueness of the CRS 
mission. I   feel fortunate and privileged to have found a way to continue to contribute, to give back as an acknowledgment of the lasting 
impact that CRS has made on me.? 

-  David Levine (?58, ?59), Former Chair of the G.E.J. Scholarship Committee

CRS-Alum ni as an International Professional N etwork 
Join the "Alumni of Camp R ising Sun" group on Linkedin. The group is the ideal place to share internship and other job opportunities. If 
you or your company are hiring, let the CR S community know! If you are looking for new opportunities, don?t be shy - introduce 
yourself and reach out. 

CRS College Student N etwork

LAJF often receives inquiries from our recent alumni asking to connect with other alumni who can provide insight into college and career 
opportunities. Our alumni attend universities across the globe. However, we typically receive the most questions about the admissions 
process for universities and colleges in the United States. To better facilitate college networking among our alumni community, LAJF has 
created The Camp R ising Sun College Student N etwork (CR S CSN ). CR S CSN  is an initiative to bring together alumni who are 
currently applying for, enrolled in, or otherwise interested in or knowledgeable about, the U.S. College system. 

CR S CSN  is a place to ask questions, share experience, and seek advice in the admissions process, financial aid, study habits, choice of 
studies, career opportunities and everything else college-related! Alumni have the opportunity to ask questions of others, who are 
currently, or have been previously, in the same situation as our younger alumni. It is a chance to benefit from the vast amount of 
experience in the CR S community and to connect with new CR S friends across generations!

Do You H ave Advice For a College Student?

A wonderful way some of our alumni give back is to assist our newest alumni navigate college applications, financing for college, and any 
other college related questions. Are you a graduate of a U.S. college or a professional in the field? Do you know of an internship or 
scholarship opportunity that would be great for our younger alumni? Are you interested in mentoring high school and college students? If 
you have a lot of experience with the American college system and would be interested in being put in touch with a few younger alumni 
who could use your help, join the CR S CSN  or contact us directly! Some of you have already done so and have helped several young 
hopeful leaders navigate the world of college!

As An International Student

M any of our alumni have their first of many international experiences when coming to Camp. Often, international students return to the 
U.S. to attend college just a few years after camp. It can be a hard process to figure out how to apply to U.S. schools, how to go about 
financial aid, or even where to buy your textbooks. The CR S CSN  is a community for international students as well. If you are currently 
thinking about, or have already gotten accepted to a U.S. college as an international student, we would love to hear from you! There are 
many younger alumni out there who would benefit greatly from your advice.

mailto:contact@lajf.org
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CREATION OF CLINTON
 For 59 years, from 1930 through 1988, Camp R ising Sun was an incredible opportunity only available for boys. A confluence of 
factors contributed to the creation of a Camp R ising Sun program for girls. By the 1980?s, the social climate supported equal 
opportunity for girls and women in education. Even the ivy league institutions formerly for men had fully become co-ed. Camp 
R ising Sun had received notice from a European ministry of education that if R ising Sun did not accept girls, it could no longer 
in good conscience nominate boys. Alumnus Pete Seeger refused to play any longer at Camp since it did not afford equal 
opportunity to girls. M eanwhile, after George (Freddie) Jonas? death in 1978, he left the Louis August Jonas Foundation a 
significant bequest , a sum far greater than needed to operate just one camp, as it had been since 1930. The LAJF board appointed 
a committee to define options for how to use these unexpected resources to fulfill Freddie?s vision for the future of Camp R ising 
Sun.  

  

The committee looked at several options including additional camps, increasing the number of campers served at Red Hook (then 
known as Rhinebeck), school programs, retreat centers and many more. In 1967, Freddie had amended the certificate of 
incorporation to include several new clauses which included the funding of additional camps run by the Foundation. This bequest, 
the change in the corporate purposes coupled with the growing movement for equality and internal advocacy for inclusion of girls 
so led the committee to recommend that the Camp R ising Sun experience be extended to young women.  

 

?The Rising Sun philosophy speaks unequivocally. I t instructs us on the equal worth and value of all people and 
would no more permit us to exclude girls from Camp than it would permit us to exclude Blacks and Jews.? -Letter 
written to then Executive D irector Bill Dubey by board member Michael Engber, May 9, 1985. 

 The question was how, where and by whom? Options were pondered as to whether the original site become co-educational or 
whether with 170 acres, could there be a subdivision that would provide an adequate setting for a second program? Did the 
current leaders of LAJF know how to run a program for girls? How much of the program would remain the same and what would 
need to be changed or adapted?  

  

The question of co-ed versus separate camps was discussed at great length. One camp seemed like the most cost effective and 
potentially progressive option. After deliberation with staff, alumni, and even current campers, the majority opinion was that the 
camper community during the camp season would thrive better without the distractions from the opposite sex. The co-location 
option was taken off the table because of concern that the campers would sneak over to the other side. 

While there was great enthusiasm for opening the program to girls, there was also a concern that there would not be enough 
funding to support two camps. The financial analysis indicated that in addition to the 5.5% draw on the portfolio, an additional 
$50,000-100,000 would need to be raised annually.  

After lengthy discussions, at its October 1986 meeting, the board voted on a motion to pursue the creation of a girls? program. 
The vote was tied, with one member abstaining; John Litsios, then chair of the Buildings and Grounds Committee. When John 
realized that his abstention would mean there would be no girls? program, he changed his vote and changed the future of the 
organization.  The board decided to set up a separate camp just for girls and seek out a separate campus nearby. To implement its 
decision, the board created an ad hoc ?Girls Camp Committee? chaired by M ichael Engber. 

?We estimate the minimum additional cost of operating a 
girls camp to be approximately $150,000. Added to our 
existing expense budget of approximately $350,000 
(excluding investment fees and taxes) this just barely fits 
within the 5.5% of a moving three-year average of the 
endowment (approx. $9,000,000) we have previously 
discussed as the maximum amount we can take out from the 
endowment a year. To provide a cushion and to allow for 
inflation and growth, we should plan to raise at least 
$50,000 to $100,000 a year in annual giving from 
alumni, parents and friends.? -Memo from Michael Engber 
and Marshall Beil to the Board of Directors, November 13, 
1986.
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The ad hoc committee set out to find a home for a Camp R ising Sun for girls. Dr. Leon Botstein, the president of Bard College 
and brother of a CR S alumnus, David Botstein, offered to host the program on the Bard College campus during its initial stages. 
Real estate agents found two local campsites for sale, one which was in good repair and one which needed significant work. The 
committee chose the latter as the better fit for the Foundation?s objectives and decided to renovate it to support the R ising Sun 
program. The camp was located in the town of Clinton Corners. For years it was known as Camp Briar;a family run traditional 
sleepaway camp with cabins and sports activities. Then the camp property was used by the Jerry Lewis Foundation and rehabbed 
to be used for children with physical limitations. That camp focused on what we call the Main Building and the other buildings fell 
into disrepair.  

  

At the December, 1986 Alumni Reunion, M ichael Engber and M arshall Beil stood before the R ising Sun community and 
announced the purchase of the site in Clinton. There was cheering and support. The site was purchased for approximately 
$325,000 with ultimately $350,000 of necessary construction. The board engaged a prominent landscape architect to reimagine 
what the camp should look and feel like. The board also asked themselves ?who are we, a group of all men, to run a camp for 
girls?? With that they hired Janie Brokaw, a program expert to help think of how to transport the model so successfully run for 
boys into a model that would best support girls. Could girls sleep in tents or did they need cabins? If the boys had a swimming 
pool, did the girls need one? Is it necessary to have complete parity or was an equitable approach more suitable?  

 ?Before we open up the Clinton Camp, we need input from women with a background of education or 
camping for girls. And as with every phase of Rising Sun, the caliber of the people that we get to fill that role 
and the precision with which we are able to define the roles will greatly influence the eventual success of the 
project.? -  Memo from the Clinton Search Committee, September 21, 1987.

 From 1987 through 1989, the board, volunteers and advisors worked 
together to take this idea to creation. It was decided that yes, girls 
should also sleep in tents. The dilapidated cabins which occupied our 
now tent hill, were knocked down and platforms for tents were 
constructed. A dining hall building that was located downhill of the 
Camp Director?s house was also torn down.  A locker room was 
created in the main building and the pond was cleaned in order to use 
for swimming. 

In late 1988, the site was coming together, selection and recruitment 
for campers and staff had begun and the vision for a girls? program was 
becoming a reality. In June 1989, staff arrived early to begin prep, but 
the Clinton campus was not yet ready.  

M aurene Flory, the Clinton Assistant Camp Director who became the 
Director halfway through the season, recently discussed her insights 
into that first summer. The staff of 15 needed an additional week to set 
up and train to prepare for the inaugural season making the first season 
only seven weeks. When the bus transporting the first season?s 40 
campers finally arrived, the staff sang ?Camp Henry Welcomes You,? a 
tradition adopted way back in the 1930 season of R ising Sun. This left 
some of the arriving girls wondering if the bus had pulled into the 
wrong camp. It was not until 1990 that our now familiar ?Pine trees 
are swaying? welcome song replaced Camp Henry.  

The debate on whether or not all R ising Sun traditions were transferable for girls continued throughout the summer. M any 
campers shared a sense of being watched and sometimes even felt like ?we were on exhibit.? There was a great deal of effort put in 
to launching the new camp and pressure that it be successful. One alumna sensed ?there were a lot of expectations on us without 
knowing or understanding the politics behind it.?  There were many fond memories shared of nice chats with visiting alumnus 
Dr. Ralph Lopez, who specialized in adolescent pediatrics. Ralph, who would follow Dr. M andy M ascia as the board chairman, 
fondly recalled that ?it was very gratifying to see the spirit of Camp imbued by the girls.?  The girls did well to digest the 
traditional Camp R ising Sun program and make it their own. 

The core structure of the R ising Sun program model supported the campers through that first summer. Girls worked on projects, 
led engaging instructions, hiked in the Catskill mountains and enjoyed singing traditional camp songs. The arts cabin was 
developed into a good creative space. They gave names to the tents which had just been numbered and painted signs for each. 
Campers pulled weeds out of the pond to make it swimmable.   Lots of projects involved painting and reorganizing the existing 
spaces to be more suitable for camp activities. Tiina from Finland recalls, ?There were whole bushes of weeds growing out of the 
cracks of the old tennis court.?  With the energy of the industrious girls, they worked hard to better use the camp, leaving so many 
legacies for campers to enjoy over the next three decades. 
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?Construction will permit the girls to contribute to the camp and to future campers. I t is very 
important that a lot be left for them to do themselves. I t is tempting to want everything as nice as 
possible when they get there. Certainly there are many things that they can?t do or that must be 
done before they arrive. However, our bias must be towards having them do as much as possible. 
Even if we know that we can do it better or that somehow they?re likely to mess things up and cost 
us money, we have to permit it because of our commitment to creating the sense of ownership? ? 
-Girls? Camp Committee, Report to the Board (No year, circa 1988) 

 An outstanding moment from that summer was the return of Pete Seeger after many years of hiatus to perform at the girls camp. 
As mentioned earlier, Seeger had resisted visiting R ising Sun as a sign of protest for not including girls. In 1989, he returned to 
perform for all of the campers from both camps. Pete performed under a big tree about half-way down toward the pond. John 
Litsios was there introduced himself to Pete as his tentmate from their first tent. Pete and John hugged each other. The music, 
lyrics and the shared experience bonded together the campers and was magical. ?That experience became part of who we were 
and we carried that out with us into the world. We are all one. Such an important message of Camp.? -M aurene Flory

The hiking and canoe trips were an important part of the R ising Sun experience. While planning for the summer, the planners 
asked whether the girls could handle the same trails as the boys The answer then and now was a resounding yes. In that summer 
and for the next twenty plus years, the girls climbed the same challenging peaks in the Catskills. It was an epic experience and for 
many the first time they had been hiking. Lenore LaSalandra Graham recently recalled, ?as a girl from N ew York City it was one 
of the best experiences of my life still to this day!? Tiina Joutsikari loved the canoeing trip. ?M agnificent, clear waters. Physically 
demanding as I was a geek who didn't do any physical exercise, but as my muscles got over the shock it was wonderful. Bonded 
with the group as well, of course. Back home, I looked for the route on the map and daydreamed about it for years.? 

 

The Girls? Camp Committee felt that Council (our weekly campfire experience), in some form or another, should be replicated at 
Clinton. ?The question of its exact form (Indian ceremony or no) is much less important than providing for a time of serious 
discussion and quiet reflection.? -Girls Camp Committee, Report to the Board (circa 1988) During the first few years at Clinton, 
LAJF did not own the property located behind cabin hill where the Council ring sits currently. The Council was initially set back 
in the area adjacent to the volleyball courts, downhill from the tent ?Green Gables.? The campers would congregate behind the 
camp director?s house and walk down to the ring. The tradition of carrying candles down to council did not begin until the 
following year. Ralph Lopez was delighted by the creation of this tradition. To him, it was the perfect example of the girls making 
their Camp R ising Sun truly their own. After a camper-only meeting, the staff joined the circle and everyone sang Lean On M e, 
whose lyrics strongly resonated with the camp community.  Singing Lean On M e to ceremoniously end Council evolved during 
the course of the summer and became a tradition by the end of the season, one that has carried through to this day.  

  

The July production was major formative moment for the 1989 season at Clinton. The drama counselor, Claire Dixon worked 
with the girls to write, produce and direct their own show. Claire worked individually to help campers tell their personal story 
through monologue and movement. Annalisa Jensen, the camper from Utah, helped everyone make their own costumes. 
M aurene Flory reminisced, ?everyone was so impressed. It was all original. Trusting yourself, trusting the process, using the 
model of novice and mentor to co-create something that is of such significance. That is what R ising Sun is. N one of us had been 
to Camp and that moment was like, we?re doing it!? M aurene recalled that in the moments before the show, the girls were 
worried that they weren?t prepared. Then a visitor approached: ?this confident, solid, composed woman looked at me in the eyes 
and said in a southern accent, ?you can do this.? That transmission of confidence was so important to me.? That confident woman 
was Libby M ascia, wife of M andy and widely and fondly considered to be the mother of Camp R ising Sun Clinton.  
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The girls beamed with pride after their major accomplishment of writing and producing their own play. It brought the 
community together. But, a major blow to their spirit soon followed. Alicia Pagano, their beloved Camp Director, was asked to 
leave Camp due to differences of opinion with the Executive Director. The girls didn?t feel like this abrupt termination reflected 
the values of Camp R ising Sun. It was really hard on the community as had been earlier mid-season terminations of boys camp 
directors.  

  

M aurene, the Assistant Camp Director, met with a few members of the board. She remembers their sentiment being, ?if you don?t 
step in as Camp Director, we are closing the camp and sending the girls home.? While she didn?t feel fully prepared to take on this 
responsibility, she was too bonded with the girls and had too much hope of what was possible to just let it end. And she succeeded 
in fulling the new responsibilities. During a recent interview M aurene said ?I?ve always had a great admiration for the people who 
made the choice to open the girls? camp. When they made the decision to invest in young women, in addition to boys, I can?t help 
but think of how many young women they impacted and I?m in awe of. I don?t know who they are but I love them for what they 
did. I had so many years with Girl Scout camp and had only one summer with Camp R ising Sun and it was so impactful on my 
life.? 

?Camp Rising Sun has something right, it doesn?t matter if you were a camper or a staff member, you 
are an alum and the experience is significant. I t was true walking into it but now 30 years later, it is still 
true.? Maurene Flory, 1989 Assistant Camp D irector 

The following year, returning campers transformed customs from 1989 into enduring traditions. Each year, building upon the last, 
has yielded the Camp R ising Sun we know and love today. The program,  influenced by each and every camper, counselor and 
director, is remarkably the same Camp R ising Sun Freddie birthed in 1930. We are so thankful for the many traditions and 
constant evolution.

 

Edit: We wish to acknowledge the leadership and initiatives of former Executive Director Bill Dubey in planting the seeds of a 
girls program. Bill lobbied for a girls program as early as 1979 and laid groundwork which later helped to move the board to take 
the steps outlined above.  
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While we celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Clinton campus and 
CR S girls? programming, we also reflect on the 50th anniversary of 
the 1969 season. It was a turbulent time of conflict with the Vietnam 
War at its peak and the student protest movements growing, but also 
of wonder as the Apollo astronauts were preparing to reach the 
moon for the first time in human history. We asked ?69 alumni 
Chuck Wardlaw, Dick Simon, and Roland Ho to share their 
experiences. We asked them to reflect on what Camp has meant to 
them and how their experience in 1969 impacted their futures. 

?While 1969 was certainly a year of turmoil, Camp felt very 
insulated in a positive way. There were no heated interactions 
because it felt like all campers there were generally liberal, 
open-minded, and we shared a similar value-system,? remembered 
Dick when asked if there was any conflict that season. As Blaise 
Tobia related in last year?s Sundial, the previous year had been very 
different. And after that experience, Freddie treated the 1969 season 
almost as a reboot of the program. Chuck related that ?we were all 
new to Camp (except for Freddie and M ama Glenn) all we had from 
past campers were their names and tags left on the canvas tents.? 
Dick recalls ?Camp felt like an oasis from the apparent chaos of the 
bête noir the year prior.? Rumor has it that Freddie wondered if the 
idea of Camp was still viable, and we are glad he persisted.

 

As with many alumni, CR S was the first real opportunity for some 
of the boys in 1969 to experience the world outside their relatively 
sheltered local existences. For Chuck, the beaches of Long Island 
were the extent of his experience outside of N ew York City. And for 
Dick, ?CR S was my first international exposure and it shaped my 
lifetime passion for travel and sense of purpose around making a 
difference in the world, which has been a major theme of my life 
since Camp. I much more consider myself a citizen of the world and 
my community being global rather than from any nation, religion, 
or other group.?

 

Perhaps the greatest such impact was made on Roland, whose life 
experience had been limited to the relative rigidity of Singapore. 
?M y impression of the US and CR S could be summarized in one 
word: WOW!! From the skyscrapers in N YC to the vast openness of 
the Catskills. From the two and three car households of the N ew 
England states (we either walked or took the bus in Singapore those 
days) to the great abundance of everything. It was impressive.?

?But the thing that struck me most,? explained Roland, ?was how 
very lucky the American kids were due to the education system. 
[They] had the liberty to think and express, to debate and object. 
Back home in those days that was a N o-N o. Thinking was bad; 
questioning was even worse. Ours was a system of ?do and die, don?t 
ask why.? In school, we were trained to follow orders, respect 
authority, study hard, and get good grades. So, when I observed the 
average American kid confidently express his personal opinion on 
any subject ? albeit good or bad, right or wrong ? I was impressed. 
So much freedom, such outspokenness. How refreshingly 
wonderful. Back home you'd be called a ?subversive element? with 
anti-social tendency.?

 

Due partly to his Camp exposure, Dick created immediately after 
college an international trade company which imported gifts and 
accessories from South and Central America. He took two year- long 

REFLECTIONS ON 1969
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trips around the world ? first with his wife, and then with his wife 
and three young children. He later went into real estate 
development. But after the September 11 attacks, Dick felt 
inspired to do something more constructive. He left the real estate 
development world and co-founded the Peace Action N etwork of 
the Young Presidents? Organization, a network of over 27,000 
CEOs in more than 130 countries. By convening top business 
leaders, senior policy makers, religious figures and other experts, 
PAN  leverages personal and business relationships, resources, and 
expertise to address conflict resolution on local and global levels. 
Dick has dedicated the last 15 years to international conflict 
resolution in the M iddle East, India/Pakistan, and elsewhere.

?I have also led delegations of business leaders to places that are 
traditionally difficult to access and are understood only as 
adversaries in the West, including N orth Korea, Iran, Cuba, and 
Syria; which I am sure was impacted by my early experience at 
Camp,? he says. Dick?s work has earned him recognitions 
including YPO?s Global Humanitarian, Best of the Best and N ew 
Frontier Forum Awards.

Camp R ising Sun also opened Chuck?s eyes to the world. He and 
his wife, Sonia, who was born in N ew Delhi, have raised their 
two daughters to be citizens of the world and have exposed them 
to as much of it as possible all their lives. He has always sought jobs 
and roles that allowed him to travel to and work in different places 
and cultures, from across the US to around the world. Positions in 
the chemical, energy, electronics, services and consumer products 
industries have taken Chuck to all continents except Antarctica, 
and he has had the privilege to lead geographically dispersed teams 
across 4 continents and in 25 countries.

Among the key lessons from Camp that Chuck tries to impart to 
those he meets is to always remember that leadership is also a 
service to others. To be a positive force on the world around you, 
to be honest with yourself, and to embrace life- long learning and 
to remember that you can always learn from everyone around you.

 

For Dick, Camp provided an opportunity for growth, openness, 
and shared intimacy. But he also laments that he was not able to 
keep in contact with many of the friends he made that summer. 
?M y hope is that in the future there will be far more done to 
sustain the community that is created in Camp. M y sense after 
leaving Camp, as I?m not from the N ew York City area, was that 
there was very little ongoing interaction, apart from when three 
international campers stayed with me the week following camp.?

 

For Dick, Camp provided an opportunity for growth, openness, 
and share intimacy. But he also laments that he was not able to 
keep in contact with many of the friends he made that summer. 
?M y hope is that in the future there will be far more done to 
sustain the community that is created in Camp. M y sense after 
leaving Camp, as I?m not from the N ew York City area, was that 
there was very little ongoing interaction, apart from when three 
international campers stayed with me the week following camp.?

 

?M y wish for Camp?, says Chuck, ?is that we keep the 
magic going for generations to come so that tomorrow?s 
leaders can continue to experience the types of lessons and 
awakenings that I had been so fortunate to have. From my 
continued involvement over the past 50 years, I?ve seen this 
happen at Red Hook, Clinton, Stendis N YC post-camp 
stays, reunions and wherever CR S alums and their 
friends/family gather. I?ve seen it work in 8-week sessions, 
7-week sessions, 4-week sessions. I believe that we, as alums, 
have a responsibility to keep this gift that we have received 
going for future generations through our continuing 
contributions of time, treasure, talent, self and engagement.?

Dick and Chuck (with input from Roland) started the 
website www.crs1969.com to share pictures from their days 
at Camp.  They haven?t identified everyone in all of their 
photos. If you are alumni from 1969 please reach out to Dick 
Simon (rsimon@rsiholdings.com).

http://www.crs1969.com
mailto:rsimon@rsiholdings.com
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In our 2017 - 2018 fiscal year, LAJF worked to meet our programming, operating, and fundraising goals. We raised $658,000 for 
the ?17-?18 fiscal year which was an increase of more than $100,000 from the previous fiscal year. LAJF sponsored 126 campers, 
at $6,180 a camper for 4 weeks. Our total expenses for ?17-?18 were $1,189,113 with program expenses at $890,162, 
management & administrative expense at $137,410, Fundraising at $141,152, and Alumni Affairs at $20,389.

CRS GIRLS 2017

2017-2018 FISCAL YEAR                       ANNUAL REPORT

M eals: $35,939 was 
spent on M eals served 
to Campers.      

The 2 lean-tos built in 
FY ?17-?18 cost $5,200

36 donors contributed to Camper Travel

Camper's transportation and 
airfare to camp - $19,740 

Program  Expenses 
$890,162 

2017-2018 Expenses

Alum ni Affairs $20,389

M anagem ent &  
Adm inistrat ive $137,410 

Fundraising $141,152 

D onations make the Camp Rising Sun 
program possible. As soon as Camp ends in 
August, we begin planning for the following 
season. Gifts to LAJF go towards: 

http://www.lajf.org/annual-reports
http://www.lajf.org/annual-reports
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Thank you to each and every supporter for your loyal commitment to LAJF and Camp R ising Sun.

22 Foundations 
&  Corporat ions

624 
TOTA L

DONORS

65 Parents127 Fr iends410 Alum ni

CRS BOYS 2017CRS GIRLS 2017

2017-2018 FISCAL YEAR                       ANNUAL REPORT
Who donated to CRS/LAJF?
In ?17 - ?18 we were fortunate enough to have 624 donors total -  
410  alumni, 127  friends, 65 family and  22 organizations.  

Alumni

Fr iends

Parents

Foundations &  
Corperat ions

http://www.lajf.org/annual-reports
http://www.lajf.org/annual-reports
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Frequently Asked Questions about D onating

Here are some frequently asked questions about donating to the Louis August Jonas Foundation. If you have any 
further questions, feel free to reach out to us at contact@lajf.org.  

Q: Where does m y donation go? 

A:  The LAJF 2018-2019 budget is $1.25M  with 62% going to Camp, 13% to Alumni Affairs, 16% to Fundraising and 9% to 
Administrative expenses.  Incoming donations go directly to the Camp R ising Sun program.

Q. Why does m y par t icipat ion m atter? 

A. The Annual operating fund for Camp R ising Sun?s ongoing success depends on the participation of every constituency ? 
Alumni, Board of Directors, parents, staff, friends, and foundations. Your yearly gift demonstrates your commitment 
to Camp and signifies Camp R ising Sun?s strength as a community.  

Q: I f I  can only m ake a sm all gift , is i t  really wor th it? 

A: Yes! Each year gifts range from $5 - $50,000 so you are encouraged to give in a level that is meaningful for you. 
Every gift matters. 

Q:  H ow can I  m ake a gift? 

A: You can make a gift in a variety of ways including check, credit card, Paypal, money orders, wire transfer, 
securities, and stock. M ost community members choose to give their gift as cash, in the form of a check, credit card 
or Paypal. Visit our website to make a gift online. Checks or money orders should be made payable to the Louis 
August Jonas Foundation and mailed to: 

Louis August Jonas Foundation 
77 Bleecker Street, Suite C2-13 

N ew York, N Y 10012

Create your legacy 

By supporting LAJF with a planned gift you are not just ensuring the legacy of Camp R ising Sun, you are leaving a legacy to the 
world.  Reach out to us at development@lajf.org to learn more about planned giving.

Securities 

A stock gift may have significant tax advantages for you. By donating appreciated shares, you avoid paying capital 
gains tax and receive a charitable deduction. Please email stockdonations@lajf.org for more information. 

LAJF is a 501(c)3 nonprofit and gifts are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law. 

 We are so grateful to the alums that started and shared a Facebook Campaign dedicated to CR S in ?17-?18. LAJF 
engaged new donors and strengthened alum connection because of these campaigns. We hope you consider LAJF/CR S as the 
cause you dedicate your next birthday to. Let us know (at development@lajf.org) about your campaign and help us spread the 
news. 

Alum s who held cam paigns: Tony Bonilla, Sean Campbell, Jeremy Kaplan, Carl M anolo, Tony Lusian, Helene M attera

mailto:contact@lajf.org
http://www.lajf.org/why-give
http://www.lajf.org/why-give
http://www.lajf.org/why-give
mailto:development@lajf.org
mailto:stockdonations@lajf.org
mailto:development@lajf.org
https://www.facebook.com/crs.lajf/
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Trailblazers ($40,000 plus) 

Anonymous  

*Bob ?45 and Stephanie Gittleman 

N ita and R ick ?61 Luis 

 

R isings Suns ($20,000-  $39,999) 

David and M arty H amamoto 

Freddie?s Circle ($10,000-$19,999) 

R ichard ?67,?68 and Jane Baron 

Francisco Bonilla ?74 ?75 

Tommy ?73 and Laura Cobb 

N aomi Gleit ?98, ?02 

M ichael D. Green ?55 ?56 ?74- ?76 

Ganesh Karunakaran ?97 ?98 

The Heckscher Foundation 

Stephen D. Hoffman ?60 

Patrick O?M alley ?80 

Robert ?82 and Anne Pedrero 

Praveen Rangnath ?92 ?93  

Douglas ?74,?75? and Breda Sgarro 

Audrey Sevin 

Donna and Alan Stillman Charity Fund  

Stella B. Templo ?94,?95 

Tim ?78 ?78 and Helen Wong 

Sachem s ($5,000-$9,999) 

Andi and Tom Bernstein  

Sean Campbell ?96 ?97 and Kate Lister 
Campbell  

Timothy D. Conners ?73 

Dutch Alumni Association 

Paula Souverijn-Eisenberg ?95 ?96 ?98  

and Ian Eisenberg ?92,?93, ?97- ?99 

David Fox and Caryn Schacht 

Peter ?59 ?60 ?64 and Kathryn Fudge 

Berte H irschfield 

Sarkis and Katherine Izmirlian 

Ralph ?52,?53?57 and Judy Lehman 

Foo Guey ?55,?56 and Remedios Louie 

Kevin P. M aloney 

Peter B. Pope ?73 

Karen Schatzel 

Salvatore Spataro ?89 ?90 

Charles Wardlaw ?69 and Sonia Jaipaul 

Hooman Yaghoobzadeh ?87,?88 

Council R ing ($2,000-$4,999) 

Emilio Ambasz 

Thomas Berger ?78 

James Bridgeman?05,?06,?11,?12 

Peter K. Binas ?88 

Leon Cord Campbell ?93 

Gary and Paula Christensen 

Pete Comas ?89 

David E. Flesner ?60 

R ichard D. Gibbs ?64 

John S. and Florence G. Lawrence 
Foundation 

Carl M analo ?96, ?97 ?11 

Jude T. M artini ?83 ?84 

M arco Erik M ensink ?84 

The Padiyath Family 

Patricia and Frank Prem 

M ichael Saratovsky ?97, ?98 

Louis P. Scheps ?46, ?47 

Carl ?66,?67 and M ichelle Schoenberger 

Robert M . Schwarcz ?87,?88  

Jeffrey Siegel ?91 ?92 

Wesson Charitable Giving Fund 

Sandy Wong 

William? 55, ?56 and Kathryn Vetter 

Hootan Yaghoobzadeh ?89 ?93 ?96 

Fire Keepers ($1,000-$1,999) 

Steven and Berit Atkins 

Simon K. Barsky ?63 

James Bell 

Kara Benson ?00 

Joel M . Berns ?43- ?45 

David and Karen Blumenthal 

Kristin Bortnem ?90 

Caren Byrd 

Joseph A. Carrese ?73, ?74 and M ichele 
Beaulieu 

Daniel D. Chabris ?36- ?39 

Sing Wing Cheung 

Gerard C. Clarens ?62 

Steven J. Domine ?79 

James Dougherty 

Lydia Emil 

M ichael A. Engber ?57,?58,?04 
M ark Fariborz 

Jonathan Feldman 

Jay Gammell ?71 

Murray Gerstenhaber ?40- ?42 

Peter Giacone ?83 

Jonathan Gross ?78, ?79 and Philip 
M ahin 

H arrie H amstra ?71, ?92, ?94,?96  

and Lisebeth Smit 

Dyke D. Henderson ?58  

Steven C. Horii ?65,?66 

Robert G Hottensen 

Rajive and Priya Jain 

Ginny Qing Ling ?99 

Theresa and Sam Luft 

Dale M athais 

M ariella M artinez ?92, ?93 

Jennifer M ontalvo ?98 

M atthew N imetz ?55 

Ryuzo Ogata ?51 

Jeff Orlowski ?99 

Turgay Ozkan ?66 

Rock G. Positano, M D  

Joel M . Rodney ?53 

Sandesh Shettar ?06 

Joshua I. Schwartz ?67, ?68 

SL Green M anagement

Louis August Jonas Foundation is deeply grateful to our community of alumni, their families and friends for their ongoing 
philanthropic commitment and would like to recognize gifts made during the current fiscal year, October 1, 2017 - 

September 30, 2018. Camp R ising Sun would not be possible without the support of our generous donors.  

T hank You to Our D onors
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Joel K. Sommer ?47,?48 

David Strand ?72 and Bridget Duffy 

Kathleen and M ichael ?68 Stringer 

Diane Vigliarolo 

M ichael Von der Muhlen ?69 

M ike Yoler ?03,?04 

Yoshihito Yoshioka ?66 

Totem  ($500-$999) 

Kevin K. Abels ?98 

AM  Skier 

M ike Anderson ?93 

Atlassian Inc. 

John W. Armstrong ?59 

Christina R . Busso ?93,?94, ?99, ?04-?15 
and M arshall Lammers 

The Bar Family 

Allison Block-Chavez ?97,?98 

William Boone Bonvillian ?63,?64 

James O. Burri ?45 

Francis F. Chen ?44- ?46 

Mustafa Kemal Ciliz ?78 

Elliot and Lillian Eisman 

Louise Eliasof 

Eugene ?52,?53 and Patricia Eoyang  

Larry Fried ?83-?84  

Elizabeth Franke ?90 

Renee George 

Olivier Gillet ?57 

Carol Gold 

Pål Gulbrandsen ?70 

Carrie Heim Binas 

Aftab Hussain 

H ayden Jones 

Andre R . Khillawan ?88 

Jinok K im 

Inna Kuvich 

Dale and Anna Lamb 

M atthew Lancaster 

David Levine '58, '59

Edward Lewison ?43, ?48 

H ai Ling ?87 

Helene M attera?97,98,?00,01,?10-12,?16-?18 
and Jon Werberg  

Orian M arx ?97, ?98 

Sue M ellins 

Pawel M ikolajczak ?73, ?88 

John L. M oe ?43, ?44 

Judy N ey 

Gustav F. Papanek ?41  

Brent Pendleton 

Steven C. Peterson ?78 

M ary Ella & Gordon Pierpont 

Rene I. Pierpont ?95,?96,?00,?02, ?03 

Antonio Poglianich ?77 

R iana Positano 

Anthony Ramdass ?74, ?75 

John E. Randall ?55, ?56 

M aurice N . R ichter ?50- ?53 

James Q. R iordan ?41- ?43 

Jonathan Robertson ?97,?98,?05 

John A. Sanders ?62 

Louis Sapirman ?84, ?85 

Kathy and Gary Schilmoeller 

Jonathan Schwartz ?00,?01,?07 

M ickey Seabrook ?70 

M artin J. Shulman ?59?60,?64 

Fred E. Stafford ?50 

Rachel Stern ?94- ?95 

Genevieve and Fenton Tom 

Robert Tessler 

The Tone Family 

Despina and John Tsiouris 

Linda Vance 

M argaret Walenga 

Aubrey C. Weekes 

George T. Wright ?39- ?43 

Hunter Yager ?44, ?45 

Captains ($100-$499) 

Andrea Alexander ?96- ?01 

Joan Allard 

Tara Allone ?92,93,?96 

N adia Ameen ?85 

Leah Amesse ?05, ?06 

Franklyn Boothroyd Amos ?48, ?49 

Chris Angus ?65 

Lara Angelo 

Philip Arca ?90,?91 

Dimosthenis Archontidis ?92-?94, ?99 

Gábor Balazs Fazekas ?57, ?58 

The Bank Family 

M arshall Beil ?59- ?61 

The Benson Family 

JoAnn Berns 

Timothy Bettis and Janessa Schilmoeller 
?05 ?06 ?10 ?11 ?15- ?18  

Asli Bilgili ?17 

Arnold Bolland 

Ozanay Bozkaya ?38-?43,?46 

Tim Bozyczko ?11-?13,?16 

Romain Branch 

Robert Burridge ?82, ?83 

Ceren Cagdas 

Rachel Canter ?97, ?98 

The Cantine Family 

The Chen Family 

Annie Chen ?13 

Yuxin Chen ?18 

Irving Chernow ?38-43, ?46 

Dragan Cicic and M aja Cicic Lekovic 

Larry and Ann Claycomb 

Camilla Cloney 

Bradley Cohen ?75,?76,?82 

Christopher V. Connell ?66 

Bennett Cook and M ary Ellen Carroll

 M arlene Losier Cozza ?94  

Christopher C. Croot ?85 

Theodore P. Cross ?71, ?72 

The Culkin Family 

T hank You to Our D onors
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Stephen C. Cunningham ?73 

Lynn V. Dearden ?73 

William Delfs ?96 

The Devgan Family 

Christopher G. Dietemann ?70 

The Donohue Family 

William Dubey ?40-42,?77- ?86 

M ichelle Durand ?94, ?95 

M artin Feldman ?52, ?53 

Le Fever Family 

Sandra Filizer 

The Fine Family 

N ina Fiore 

Robert C. Fisher ?69- ?71 

Gregory Flemming ?71 

Dan Joseph Foley ?64 

Gregory Georges 

M arni Gittleman 

Kaleo Goldstein-Coloretti ?17 

Janiya Gray 

Jamal Greene ?93 

Weber Greiser 

Ezra Griffith ?57, ?58 

N orma Griffith 

Frank Griffith 

Vincent Griffith 

David  Solomon H acker ?39,?40 

Torben Smidt H ansen ?75 

Henry H ansen ?62 

M ark A. H ardy ?53, ?54 

Colin H art ?71, ?72 

M ichael H art ?59 

The H arte Family 

Adam D. Helfman ?95 

Ariana Hellerman ?96, ?97,?04 

M ary H ill 

Steven Ho ?96 

M organ Hughes 

Jennie Hutchins 

The Chen Family 

Tina Ingrassia-Dietz ?96, ?97 

The Iriarte Family 

Jon Juergensen ?70 

Howard Kanefield 

The Kapnik Family 

Olga Karagiaridi ?01,?05 

M eyer & Pnina Kattan 

M itchell J. Katz ?77 

Venkat Kausik 

The Kazaba Family 

Adrian Ke ?16 

Jake Kenny 

Joseph K im ?06,?07 

The Knoff Family 

Joseph H . Ko ?90, ?93 

The Kogan Family 

Stephen Leacock 

Andy Lee ?17 

Carrie Levine ?90, ?91 

Talia Levine 

Yueming Li 

Linda Lion 

The Lohier Lee Family 

Tony Lusian ?03 

The M ack Family 

Frank M ainzer ?54 

John M attera ?94 

Robert M cCarthy ?43- ?45 

Kate M cCormick ?99 

William M cIntyre ?76, ?77 

Emanuel J. M cKenzie ?85- ?89 

Eugene M elady 

Kjetil K laveness M elby ?63 

David P. M irsky ?50,?51 

Joseph J. M oldenhauer ?50, ?51 

William Munno 

M ary LaRue Murphy ?96- ?01 

Kenjiro N agasaka ?52 

Shahriar N egahdaripour ?73 

Eric N guyen ?02,?06,?08 

Larry N orden ?87 

Allison N ye O'Donnell ?02,?04 

Tricia Agnes Van Oers ?89,?95- ?98 

R ichard P. Oertel ?59 

Irene Oleksiw 

Kelly R . O'N eal Jr ?63 

Benedetto Orsini ?84 

David Ostwald ?61 

Tomasz Otlowski ?06,?10 

Elise Parsons ?17 

Charles Passy ?78,?79,?83,?85 

K irby Patmon ?01, ?02 

M atthew S. Peters ?75 

Dan Pierpont ?92,?93,?96 

The Pisha Family 

H ilary and Jeffrey Plattus 

Kyle Pogemiller-Kermani ?08,?10,?12, 
?13 

M ichael S. Pressman ?64, ?65 

Yuchen Qian ?16 

M ax Perez Leon Quinoso ?00 

Edward Ramirez ?74 

Bianca Rey ?07,?12 

Eszter R itter ?94,?01 

Philip J. Rogal ?54, ?55 

Jesse K. Rosen ?61,?62 

Kenneth P. Rosenthal ?59, ?60 

Liza Sacks and Eric Rosoff  

Osamu Sakai ?80 

Shahla Salih 

H arry Samaroo ?00 

The Sasmor Family 

M ichael Scharfstein ?00 

The Schilmoeller Family 

Theodore Schlissel 

Drew Schmitz ?88 

N ina Schonfeldt ?91,?06 

Evan Schwartz ?05-?07,?11,?15 

Paul Schwartz? 74 

T hank You to Our D onors
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Erin Scott ?00, ?01 

Tejas Shekhar 

M ichael Sherman ?59- ?61 

Steven J. Shirk ?57, ?58 

Ian Simon 

R ichard Simon ?69 

Steve Siskind ?86, ?87 

Alice Sklar 

Katrina Smith ?89 

Solomon Sidney Solomon ?51 

M inseop Song ?18 

Franklin Robert Spencer ?73,?93 

Jerry W. Stanke ?64 

Glen R . Steenblik ?71- ?73 

John Foster Stevenson ?59 

M arlene Stewart 

George Sheldon and M ary Stokinger 

Sylvia Suarez ?97 

Ronald Sverdlove ?63, ?64 

Wayne Taitt ?89 

William Teter ?58-?60,?63, ?64 

Erin Thornton ?12 

Edward and M eghan Thornton 

Blaise Tobia ?68 

Savita and Pradeep Vashisth 

Sughosh Venkatesh ?90, ?91 

Theodore Vernadakis ?16 

Jackie Voluz ?07,?08,?11 

Fredrick Wagner ?80 

AnnM arie Walton ?92-?94,?99 

Grace Wang ?08 

M in Wang 

Janice Weber 

Donna Weiss ?90,?91 and Benjamin 
Deufel ?91 

Jeff Wieneke ?89 

Brian Wilson ?97,?98 

Jodie Wong ?11 

Yanbing X ia ?17 

Andrew J. Yim ?86-?88,?93,?99 

Steven Yuniver ?01- ?02 

Cam pers for l i fe ($1 -$99)

Veronica Abramov 

Lydia Abu 

Rand Abu 

Shanique Adams ?00 

Chiazo Agina ?15, ?16 

Lavi Ali ?18 

Lior Almoz ?18 

Yuri Anderson ?03, ?04 

Erica Anderson ?04, ?05 

Wyatt Anderson ?13 

Christopher Argiropoulos ?89 

Simon Armstrong 

H annah Kapnik Ashar ?02,?03 

Olga Ates ?06 

Jenny Azucena ?18 

Talia Bank ?17, ?18 

Erna H . Barenio 

Rajvir Batra ?18 

Susan Beck 

Alan Bell ?58 

Ian Benjamin ?10,?11 

Gaziyah  ?18 

Chelsea Beyrand ?07 

Bernadett Bianka ?18 

Liza Billings 

M ichael Blazanin ?10 

Line Bojarski ?16 

Kevin Boodram ?15 

The Bravo Family 

Benedek Barany ?18 

Eli Bromberg ?95, ?96 

Eli Brown ?18 

Emily B. Broyles ?01, ?05 

GustavoBentham Bruckner ?82  

Alda Chan ?03 

Elyem Chej ?09,?15?,?16  

Sritarun Chinta ?18 

Caroline Chiu ?10 

Alex Claycomb ?11, ?12,'15-18 

Amelia Colban ?10 

M ichael & Kristina Conners 

Tom Corcoran ?79, ?80 

Elisa Cose ?18 

Anne M arie Creglia 

Jane Culkin ?07 

The Curran Family 

Andromachi Dadouli ?18 

Anh Dang ?18 

Selma Darre ?18 

The Darre Family 

JoAnn Demas 

Ana Dimitrova-Henry 

M eghan Domine Argetsinger ?12 

Simeon Dwyer ?97, ?98 

N ate Earnest ?04, ?05 

Fidel Enciso 

The Eng Family 

Jessica Crandall Erickson ?06,?07,?10 

Lindsay Ericson 

Elizabeth Ersenkal 

H arold Escalante ?18 

The Fabian Family 

Vera Filizer ?18  

Andrea Fontemaggi ?86 

Agata Foryciarz ?11 

The Furry Family 

Jose Galarza ?11 

Joe M anuel Gallegos ?98, ?99 

David Garcia ?18 

Duarte Geraldino ?93 

M ary Ellen Gianino 

Sophia Giraud ?16 

The Goldberg Family 

Vera Gonzalez ?10 

Eve Goodman 

Brett Goodman 

Krista Grell ?06 

T hank You to Our D onors
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Patsy Graff 

Sharon Grenham 

M arisa H all ?06,?10, ?11 

Vicki H amel 

N orman H andelman and Ann N orum 

Conor H ansen 

Gus H aracopos ?79,?80,?97 

Aynur H asanzadeh?13 

Savannah H awke 

Peter Heiman ?58 

Kjell Helgestad ?88 

Shane Hendrickson 

Audrey H ildebrand 

Jen Holograth 

CR S Alumni Association of Hungary 

Lisa Iglesias ?01- ?03 

Jadon Jackman ?18 

N ima Jafari ?07 

N icole Jeannot 

The Jeffrey Family 

William Johnson 

Lisa Jones 

Tom Jones ?12 

M erb Jowers 

N adia Kafrawy ?18 

Kanako Kamoshita 

Debbie Kaplan 

Jeremy Kaplan ?10 

Zachary Kaplan ?08 

Erin Kessler 

H aadia Khan 

Jacob K iel ?10 

Camden Knoff ?08 

M arc Korashan ?66 

Ed Kulzer 

Jayant Kumar ?88 

Veikko Kurki ?18 

Cam Kwan 

Jordan Lamb 

Elin Larsen ?07 

Justin Lee ?18 

Ryan Lee ?18 

David Leveson ?49 

Tone Liaaen 

Sofia Logan ?11, ?12 

Lisa Logan ?97,?07 

John Lohier 

M addy Lo-ng ?15 

Scott Lopez-Gelormino ?85- ?87 

Kelly Loughran 

Andrea Luegno ?17, ?18 

N hlamulo M acheke ?18 

Vittorio M aestro ?61 

M aura M anka ?97 

Alison M asson ?11, ?12 

Tasha M aria 

Jennifer M cCoy 

Gabriela M edina ?18 

M arita Campos-M elady '99

Oskar M eldal ?18 

Gerald M elin ?59 

Christian M érida-Sparling ?13 

Ruta M ikiskaite ?03 

Vitalisa M ikolajczak 

M ia M inaya 

Anjuli M ishra ?00 

M arta M isiulaityte 06?,?07,?15 

Ida M oczydlowska ?17 

Karen Murphy 

Alexandra N ichols 

Kelly N ielsen ?03,?11- ?13 

M ads N issen ?06,?13- ?18 

Rebecka Oernlid ?18 

Kanon Okada ?18 

Orlando Olier ?04?, ?05,?11 

Jacqueline Olmo Ramos ?91, ?92 

M arc Opper ?11, ?12 

Eduard Orlow ?18 

Krystal Ottley 

Lauren Paley ?98,?99, ?02- ?06 

Alison Park ?98 

The Pathak Family 

Lisha Perez ?99, ?00 

Daniela Pérez ?17, ?18 

M egan Perpich ?15 

George Petkov ?17, ?18 

M ina Petkova ?18 

Alexandra Pleier ?01 

Sophia Porotsky 

Ian Porterfield ?16-,?17 

Abdelnasser Raafat 

R ima Rachid 

Yana Rafailova 

M eera Rao ?03,?04,?10 

Shanlla Remtulla ?18 

R ichard Renfield ?47, ?48 

Joseph A. R iddle ?88,?95,?97 

Anne R ipley  

Rodrigo R ivera ?18 

Cedric R ivers ?89 

T hank You to Our D onors
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Darren Robinson 

Claire Roche 

The Rodriguez Family 

Dan Roh ?06-?08,?17, ?18 

H annah Roth 

Giovanni Ruano ?18 

Jeffrey Saeteros ?18 

Juan Samaniego ?18 

Dimosthenis Sampatakos ?18 

Ella Sands? 18 

Emanuel Savas ?45, ?46 

The Schenk Family 

Jackson Schneider ?18 

Sophie Schor ?08 

Katherine Schroeder 

Erin Scott ?00, ?01 

N oel S. Selegzi ?81,?82  

The Shameti Family 

Anamika Shrimali ?18 

Irene Sinayskaya 

Ray Soderholm ?70 

H aylee Sovell ?16 

Tamara Springle ?00, ?01 

Jennifer and Luke Stein 

Seth Stuhl 

Yizhe Sun ?18 

Philip Thurson ?74 

Shirley Tiernan 

Evan Tokunaga 

Camille Torres ?90 

Jessica Tyson 

N oud van Dam '12

Pauline van N eerven ?18 

Udayan Vashisth ?18 

Philip Vetter ?84 

Colin H awkins Wells ?10 
M ichele Wiley 

Stefan Andreas Wilhelm ?97 

Emily Winn ?17, ?18 

The Wischmeyer Family 

Sjoerd de Wit ?18 

Horace Wong? 18 

Eric Yaromin ?18 

Tomoki Yokoyama ?18 

X inyi Yuan ?18 

Andrew Yuen ?18 

Charles Zhao ?14 

Yusen Zhou 

M aor Z ion ?17 

Paz Zmora 

Sasha Zolley ?98

*deceased  

Endowm ent Funds

Our community is grateful to the following 
2017-2018 donors who have supported 
funds within our endowment that help secure 
long-term strength of the Louis August Jonas 
Foundation & Camp Rising Sun.

 Minnesota Scholarship Fund 

N ita and R ick ?61 Luis  

Robert and Stephanie Gitt lem an 
Fund for the Ar ts

Bob '45 & Steffie Gittleman

M arni Gittleman

T he Legacy Society

The Legacy Society recognizes the 
forward-thinking alumni and friends who 
have chosen to extend the legacy of Freddie 
Jonas and the values of Camp Rising Sun 
by including LAJF in their estate plans. 
The generosity of these men and women 
ensures the continuity of Camp Rising Sun.

Anonymous*

Francisco "Tony" Bonilla '74, '75

Francis Chen '44- '46

Jack Cheung '99, '00

Timothy C. Conners '73

William Dubey '40- '42, '77- '86

Judith Fox '09- '12

Hebert K lein '73, '74, '04- '08

Herbert Leeds*  '31, '32 

Foo Guey Louie '55, '56 

N ita and R ick '61 Luis

Robert M ellins*  '44- '48 

Patricia M ooney

Irwin N ydick '39- '42

Rene Pierpont '95, '96, '00- '03

M aurice R ichter '50- '53

Karen Schatzel

Carl Schoenberger '66, '67

M ark Seder '56, '57

David Strand '72, '76

Charles Wardlaw '69

Robert Wigand '38- '40, '42

George Wright '39- '43 

*  Realized Bequest 

George E. Jonas Scholarship Fund 

Seth Frank ?48,?49  

Georges Lurcy Charitable and 
Educational Trust 

Volunteer Weekend 2018 
T hank you to all of those who 
cam e up to Cam p before the star t 
of the 2018 season to help set up 
tent hi l l , get things ready for 
cam pers' ar r ival 

Jack Cheng ?99-?00 and Cecilia Wang 

Pete Comas? 89 

Alex Evelson ?12 

Ben Evelson ?17 

I lia Evelson and Inna Kogan  

Anthony Jimenez 

Julissa N orman ?17 

M emie Osuga ?13 

Berlyn M orales Witten ?02 and Jason 
Witten 

    

H ost Fam ilies 

T hank you to those in our CRS 
com m unity who hosted cam pers 
for the 2018 season! 

Ethan Allone ?18 

Jenny Azucena ?18 

Talia Banks ?17-?18  

T hank You to Our D onors

http://www.lajf.org/legacy
http://www.lajf.org/legacy
http://www.lajf.org/legacy
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Sam Baron 

Rajvir Batra ?18  

Jessica Cohen ?18 

Claire De La Roche ?18  

Darin Eng ?18 

Benjamin Evelson ?17  

Peter Fudge ?59,?60,?64 

Oliver Garcia ?18 

M iles Garcia ?17 

Remy Goldberg ?17,?18  

R ishab Gosalia ?18 

M ary H ill  

Ashley Indictor ?18  

Scott Kaye ?91,?92,?97,?11 

Jake Kenny ?18  

Justin Lee ?18 

Susan Levy 

John Lohier ?18 

M ia M inaya ?18 

Jacqueline Olmo Ramos ?91,?92  

Roshan Pathak ?18 

Katie Qiu ?18 

Omanie R ichardson ?18  

Jeffrey Saeteros ?18 

Jason Shao ?17 

M ariama Sow ?18  

Cheyenne Surin-Bullard ?18 

Eric Yaromin ?18  

Andrew Yuen ?18 

Sasha Zolley ?98 

  

Fall Retreat 2018 Volunteers 

M aria Bernedo ?04 

Stephen Bing ?65-?66, ?80- ?82 

JC Calderon ?81,?84 

Thomas Corcoran ?79, ?80 

Raina Dziuk ?17,?18  

Brendan E. Glynn ?80- ?81 

Una Joakimsdottir ?09,?17 

M artin Keane ?80, ?81 

Helene M attera'97,98,?00,01,?10-12,?16-?18 

Johnny Reinhard ?79-?81, ?88,?93-?94, 
?95,?97,?04 

Daniel Roh ?06-?08,?17, ?18 

M ichael Saratovsky ?97, ?98 

Olivia Wischmeyer ?14,?15,?18  

  Giving by Cam p D ecade
1930's

Daniel D. Chabris 

Irving Chernow 

David Solomon H acker 

John Litsios *  

George Ted Wright 

1940's

Franklyn Boothroyd Amos 

Joel Berns 

Roger Boxill*  

James O. Burri 

Francis F. Chen 

William B. Dubey 

Murray Gerstenhaber 

Robert Gittleman*   

David Leveson 

Edward Lewison 

Robert M arshall M cCarthy 

John L. M oe 

Gustav F. Papanek 

R ichard L. Renfield 

James Q. R iordan 

Emanuel S. Savas 

Louis P. Scheps 

Joel K. Sommer 

Hunter Yager 

1950's

John W. Armstrong 

Alan Bell 

M ichael A. Engber 

T hank You to Our D onors and Volunteers

Eugene Chen Eoyang 

M artin Feldman 

Peter S. Fudge 

Olivier Gillet 

M ichael D. Green 

Ezra E. H . Griffith 

M ark A. H ardy 

M ichael H art 

Peter Heiman 

Dyke D. Henderson 

Stephen D. Hoffman 

Ralph A.W. Lehman 

David B. Levine 

Foo Guey Louie 

Frank M ainzer 

Gerald A. M elin 

David Paul M irsky 

Joseph J. M oldenhauer 

Kenjiro N agasaka 

M atthew N imetz 

R ichard P. Oertel 

Ryuzo Ogata 

John E. Randall 

M aurice N . R ichter 

Joel M . Rodney 

Philip J. Rogal 

Kenneth P. Rosenthal 

M ichael Sherman 

Steven J. Shirk 

M artin J. Shulman 

Solomon Sidney Solomon 

Fred E. Stafford 
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John Foster Stevenson 

William Arthur Teter 

William R . Vetter 

1960's

Chris Angus 

R ichard J. Baron 

Simon K. Barsky 

M arshall Beil 

William Boone Bonvillian 

Gerard C. Clarens 

Christopher V. Connell 

Robert C. Fisher 

David E. Flesner 

Dan Joseph Foley 

R ichard D. Gibbs 

Henry H ansen 

Steven C. Horii 

M arc S. Korashan 

R ick Luis 

Vittorio Tullio M aestro 

Kjetil K laveness M elby 

Kelly R . O'N eal Jr 

David Ostwald 

Turgay Ozkan 

M ichael S. Pressman 

Jesse K. Rosen 

John A. Sanders 

Carl Schoenberger 

Joshua I. Schwartz 

R ichard Simon 

Jerry W. Stanke 

M ichael Stringer 

Ronald Sverdlove 

Blaise J. Tobia 

M ichael Von der Muhlen 

Yoshihito Yoshioka 

1970's

Thomas Berger 

Francisco Bonilla 

Joseph A. Carrese 

Mustafa Kemal Ciliz 

Tommy Joseph Cobb 

Bradley Robert Cohen 

Timothy D. Conners 

Thomas A. Corcoran 

Theodore P. Cross 

Stephen C. Cunningham 

Lynn V. Dearden 

Christopher G. Dietemann 

Steven J. Domine 

Gregory John Flemming 

Jay Gammell 

Jonathan Gross 

Pål Gulbrandsen 

H arm Arend H amstra 

Torben Smidt H ansen 

Gus H aracopos 

Colin Patrick H art 

Jon Juergensen 

William M cIntyre 

Pawel M ikolajczak 

Shahriar N egahdaripour 

Charles I. Passy 

M atthew S. Peters 

Steven C. Peterson 

Antonio Poglianich 

Peter B. Pope 

Anthony Ramdass 

Edward Ramirez 

M arcin Piotr Rybczynski 

Paul M . Schwartz 

M ickey Seabrook 

Douglas A. Sgarro 

Ray O. Soderholm 

Franklin Robert Spencer 

Glen R . Steenblik 

David R . Strand 

Philip C. Thurston 

Timothy C Wong 

 

1980's

Dimosthenis Archontidis 

Christopher Argiropoulos 

Peter K. Binas 

Gustavo Fabian Bruckner 

Robert R . Burridge 

Pete Comas 

Christopher C. Croot 

M aurene Flory 

Andrea Fontemaggi 

Larry Fried 

Peter Anthony Giacone 

Kjell Helgestad 

Andre R . Khillawan 

Jayant Kumar 

H ai Ling 

Scott Lopez-Gelormino 

Jude T. M artini 

Emanuel J. M cKenzie 

M arco Erik M ensink 

Larry D. N orden 

Patrick G. O'M alley 

Benedetto Orsini 

Robert Pedrero 

Joseph A. R iddle 

Cedric R ivers 

Osamu Sakai 

Louis Sapirman 

Drew Schmitz 

Robert M . Schwarcz 

N oel S. Selegzi 

Steven M ark Siskind 

Katrina Smith 

Salvatore Spataro 

Wayne Rashan Taitt 

Giving by Cam p D ecade
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Tricia Agnes Van Oers 

Philip A. Vetter 

Fredrick Wagner 

Hooman Yaghoobzadeh 

Hootan Yaghoobzadeh 

Andrew J. Yim 

 

1990's

Kevin K. Abels 

Andrea Alexander 

M ichael Anderson 

Allison Block-Chavez 

Kristin Bortnem 

Eli Wolf Bromberg 

Christina Busso 

Sean Campbell 

Leon Cord Campbell 

M arita Campos-M elady 

Rachel Canter 

M arlene Losier Cozza 

William Delfs 

Benjamin Deufel 

M ichelle Durand 

Simeon Dwyer 

Ian Jason Eisenberg 

Elizabeth Franke 

Joe M anuel Gallegos 

Duarte Geraldino 

N aomi Gleit 

Jamal Greene 

Adam D. Helfman 

Ariana F. Hellerman 

Steven Ho 

Tina Lynne Ingrassia-Dietz 

Ganesh Karunakaran 

Joseph H . Ko 

Carrie Levine 

Ginny Qing Ling 

Lisa Logan 

Carl Vincent M analo 

M aura M anka 

M ariella M artinez 

Orian M arx 

Helene M attera 

John S. M attera 

Kate M cCormick 

Jennifer M ontalvo 

Shana M ontrose 

M ary LaRue Murphy 

Jeff Orlowski 

Lauren Paley 

Alison Park 

Lisha Perez 

Dan Pierpont 

Rene I. Pierpont 

Jacqueline Olmo Ramos 

Praveen Rangnath 

Eszter R itter 

Jonathan Robertson 

M ichael Saratovsky 

N ina Schonfeldt 

Jeffrey Siegel 

Paula Souverijn-Eisenberg 

Rachel Stern 

Sylvia Suarez 

Stella B. Templo 

Camille Torres 

Sughosh Venkatesh 

AnnM arie Walton 

Donna Weiss 

Stefan Andreas Wilhelm 

Brian Wilson Jr. 

 

2000's

Shanique Adams 

Leah Amesse 

Yuri Anderson 

Erica J. Anderson 

H annah Kapnik Ashar 

Olga Ates 

Kara Benson 

Chelsea Beyrand 

James Bridgeman 

Emily B. Broyles 

Alda Chan 

Jessica Crandall Erickson 

Jane Culkin 

N ate Earnest 

Gábor Balazs Fazekas 

Krista Grell 

M arisa H all 

Lisa Iglesias 

N ima Jafari 

Zachary Kaplan 

Olga Karagiaridi 

Joseph K im 

Camden Knoff 

Inna Kuvich 

Elin Larsen 

Anthony Lusian 

Ruta M ikiskaite 

Anjuli M ishra 

M arta M isiulaityte 

Eric N guyen 

Kelly N ielsen 

M ads N issen 

Allison N ye O'Donnell 

Orlando Olier 

M ax Perez Leon Quinoso 

Alexandra Pleier 

Kyle Pogemiller-Kermani 

M eera Rao 

Bianca Rey 

Daniel Roh 

H arry Samaroo 

M ichael Scharfstein 

Janessa Schilmoeller 

Giving by Cam p D ecade
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Sophie Schor 

Evan Schwartz 

Jonathan Schwartz 

Erin Scott 

Sandesh Shettar 

Tamara D. Springle 

Danil Subkhankulov 

Jackie Voluz 

Grace Wang 

M ike Yoler 

Steven Yuniver 

2010's

Rand Abu Al Hommos 

Lydia Abu samra 

Chiazo Agina 

Lavi Ali 

Lior Almoz 

Wyatt Anderson 

M egan Domine Argetsinger 

Jenny Azucena 

Talia Bank 

Rajvir Batra 

M aor Ben Z ion 

H arold Benavides Escalante 

Ian Benjamin 

Gaziyah Bentham 

Benedek Bárány 

Asli Sara Bilgili 

M ichael Blazanin 

Line Bojarski 

Kevin Boodram 

Ozanay Bozkaya 

Timothy Bozyczko 

Eli Brown 

Annie Chen 

Yuxin Chen 

Sritarun Chinta 

Caroline Chiu 

Alex Claycomb 

Amelia Colban 

Elisa Cose 

Andromachi Dadouli 

Anh Dang 

Selma Darre 

Claire De La Roche 

Sjoerd de Wit 

N adia El Kafrawy 

Fidel Enciso Durán 

Alexander Evelson 

Vera Filizer 

Agata Foryciarz 

Cardon Furry 

Jacob Furry 

Jose Galarza 

David Garcia 

Pierre Giraud 

Remy Goldberg 

Kaleo Goldstein-Coloretti 

Vera Lucia Gonzalez 

Gustavo Guerrero 

Aynur H asanzadeh 

Shane Hendrickson 

Rodrigo Iriarte R ivera 

Jadon Jackman 

Tom Jones 

Jeremy Kaplan 

Adrian Ke 

Jake Kenny 

H aadia Khan 

Jacob K iel 

Jaehyun K im 

Veikko Kurki 

Amy Lamb 

Andy Lee 

Justin Lee 

Ryan Lee 

Sofia Logan 

John Lohier 

M adeleine Lo-ng 

Christian M érida-Sparling 

N hlamulo M acheke 

Alison M asson 

Gabriela M edina 

Oskar M eldal 

M ia M inaya 

Ida M oczydlowska 

Rebecka Oernlid 

Kanon Okada 

M ark Opper 

Eduard Orlow 

Elise Parsons 

Roshan Pathak 

M egan Perpich 

George Petkov 

M ina Petkova 

Ian Porterfield 

Yuchen Qian 

Abdelnasser Raafat 

Shanlla Remtulla 

Giovanni Ruano 

Jeffrey Saeteros 

Juan Samaniego 

Dimosthenis Sampatakos 

Ella Sands 

Jackson Schneider 

Anamika Shrimali 

M inseop Song 

H aylee Sovell 

Yizhe Sun 
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Erin Thornton 

N oud van Dam 

Pauline van N eerven 

Udayan Vashisth 

Theodore Vernadakis 

Ebba Wako 

Colin H awkins Wells 

Emily Winn 

Jodie Wong 

Horace Wong 

Geno Yarber 

Eric Yaromin 

Tomoki Yokoyama 

X inyi Yuan 

Andrew Yuen 

Charles Zhao 

Yusen Zhou 

Parents  

Lara Angelo 

The Bank Family  

N eha and Gautam Bar  

Terence Benson 

Caren Byrd 

The Cantine Family 

The Chen Family 

Sing Wing Cheung 

Gary & Paula Christensen 

Dragan Ciric and M aja Lekovic Cicic 

Larry and Ann Claycomb 

Bennett Cook and M ary Ellen Carroll 

The Culkin Family 

Herlin Donohue 

The Drees Family  

The Goldberg Family  

Rajive and Priya Jain 

Jinok K im 

M ichael and Celeste Knoff 

Dale and Anna Lamb 

Jan and Leon Schilmoeller 

Irene Oleksiw 

The Padiyath Family 

M ary Ella & Gordon Pierpont 

Gale and Louis Pisha 

Sheila and Ken Sasmor 

The Schilmoeller Family  

The Tone Family  

Edward & M egan Thornton 

Diane Vigliarolo M argaret Walenga

Fr iends

Veronica Abramov 

Lydia Abu 

Rand Abu 

Emilio Ambasz 

Simon Armstrong 

Steven and Berit Atkins 

Susan Beck 

James Bell 

Andi and Tom Bernstein 

JoAnn Berns 

Liza Billings 

David and Karen Blumenthal 

Arnold Bolland 

Romain Branch 

Camilla Cloney 

M ichael & Kristina Conners 

JoAnn Demas 

James Dougherty 

Elliot and Lillian Eisman 

Louise Eliasof 

Lydia Emil 

Lindsay Ericson 

M ark Fariborz 

David Fox and Caryn Schacht 

Renee George 

Gregory Georges 

M arni Gittleman 

Carol Gold 

Janiya Gray 

Weber Greiser 

N orma Griffith 

Frank Griffith 

Vincent Griffith 

David and M arty H amamoto 

Vicki H amel 

N orman H andelman and Ann N orum 

Carrie Heim Binas 

M ary H ill 

Berte H irschfield 

M organ Hughes 

Jennie Hutchins 

Robert G Hottensen 

H ayden Jones 

William Johnson 

Lisa Jones 

Sarkis and Katherine Izmirlian 

Debbie Kaplan 

M eyer & Pnina Kattan 

Erin Kessler 

Jordan Lamb 

M atthew Lancaster 

John S. and Florence G. Lawrence 
Foundation 

Stephen Leacock 

T hank You to Our D onors
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Talia Levine 

Linda Lion 

Theresa and Sam Luft 

Tasha M aria 

Dale M athais 

Jennifer M cCoy 

Sue M ellins 

Tasha M aria 

Jennifer M cCoy 

William Munno 

Karen Murphy 

Alexandra N ichols 

Judy N ey 

Krystal Ottley 

Brent Pendleton 

H ilary and Jeffrey Plattus 

Sophia Porotsky 

R iana Positano 

Rock G. Positano, M D 

Patricia and Frank Prem 

Abdelnasser Raafat 

R ima Rachid 

Yana Rafailova 

Darren Robinson 

Claire Roche 

H annah Roth 

Kathy and Gary Schilmoeller 

Audrey Sevin 

Ian Simon 

Alice Sklar 

Jennifer and Luke Stein 

Donna and Alan Stillman Charity 
Fund 

Seth Stuhl 

Robert Tessler 

Shirley Tiernan 

Evan Tokunaga 

Jessica Tyson 

Despina and John Tsiouris 

Genevieve and Fenton Tom 

Linda Vance 

M in Wang 

Janice Weber 

Aubrey C. Weekes 

Wesson Charitable Giving Fund 

Sandy Wong 

Corporat ions &  Foundations

3M  

Amazon 

AM  Skier  

Atlassian Inc 

Benevity 

The Boston Consulting Group 

Crawford & Associates 
Engineering and Land Surveying 

The Heckscher Foundation 

Integral Tree and Landscape 

Lowes Foundation 

M acquarie Group 

Park Avenue Physician PC 

N uveen, LLC 

Salesforce 

United Way of Frederick County 
Inc.  

Gifts in K ind 

The following donors made a gift 
of a good or service in support of 
LAJF/CR S 17-18 

Shanique Adams 

Damian Brennan 

Savannah H awke  

Steven Ho  

Intrepid Museum 

M illbrook Vineyards & Winery 

N ita and R ick Luis 

Jonathan Robertson 

Hooman Yaghoobzadeh 

Unilever 

Gifts in M em ory 
of  
Bob Gittleman 

Susan and Robert Beck 

N ita and R ick Luis 

  

T hank You to Our D onors

John Litsios 

M ickey Seabrook 

  

D onor Lion  

Talia Levine  

Libby Mascia 

M ickey Seabrook 

Leroy Weekes 

Aubrey Weekes 

Gifts in H onor of
Sarah Utterm ann-M err it t  

Annie Chen 

Larry Fried 

Helene M attera   

Sandesh Shettar  

Tim Wong 

    

Tony Bonil la

Sandra Bonilla-Bailey 

Carrie Heim Binas 

Felix Colon 

Bradley R . Cohen 

Jed Doherty 

Janet Francisco Garcini 

Vicki H amel 

M organ Hughes 

Weaver Holleran 

Alex Jiménez 

M ary LaRue Murphy  

R ima Rachid 

Cora Scarlet-R ing 

John Foster Stevenson 

Jolan Walter 
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Carl M analo  

Sean Campbell 

Tim Conners 

Kanako Kamoshita 

Inna Kuvich  

N ita and R ick Luis  

Steven N ewman 

Dave Poplinger 

Jackie Ramos  

Joseph A. R iddle 

M ariah Sherwin 

  

Jerem y K aplan 

Renu Batra 

Kevin Boodram 

Diana Paz Takagi 

Patsy Graff 

Tom Jones 

Debbie Kaplan 

Helene M attera

 Tony Lusian 

Dan Pierpont   

Sean Cam pbell  

Liza Billings  

Lenny Braman 

Tim Conners 

Jessica and Chris Elders 

Christopher Fernandes 

M artha Gannon 

Eve Goodman  

Sandy Goldstein 

Steven Ho  

N icole Jeannot 

H ayden Jones 

M erb Jowers 

Cam Kwan 

Helene M attera

N ita and R ick Luis  

Dave Poplinger 

Jonathan Robertson 

M arc Snyder 

Jennifer and Luke Stein 

Jennifer Tausig 

Hooman Yaghoobzadeh 

 

H oom an Yaghoobzadeh  

Emilio Ambasz  

Steven and Berit Atkins 

James Bell 

Andi and Tom Bernstein 

James Dougherty 

Elliot and Lillian Eisman  

Lydia Emil 

M ark Fariborz 

M r. David Fox and M rs. Caryn Schacht 

 The H amamoto Family 

Berte H irschfield 

Robert G Hottensen 

The Izmirlian Family  

Howard Kanefield 

John S. and Florence G. Lawrence 
Foundation 

Theresa and Sam Luft 

Dale M athais 

William Munno 

Brent Pendleton 

H ilary and Jeffrey Plattus 

The Positano Family 

Patrica and Frank Prem 

Theodore Schlissel 

Audrey Sevin 

SL Green M anagement 

Alan and Donna Stillman 

Genevieve and Fenton Tom 

Robert Tessler  

The Tsiouris Family 

Linda Vance 

Paz Zmora 

  

M innesota Alum ni Associat ion  

M ichael Anderson  

Jay Gammell   

  

H elene M attera   

Alla AI  

Erna H . Barenio 

Anne Creglia Antonescu  

Elizabeth Ersenkal 

Jo Ann Demas 

N ina Fiore 

Anna M aria Dimitrova-Henry 

M aryEllen Gianino 

N aomi Gleit 

Sharon Grenham 

Jen Holograth 

Lisa Iglesias 

Ed Kulzer 

Jay Kumar 

Kelly Loughran 

M aura M anka 

Krystal M erritt Ottley 

K irby Patmon 

M eera Rao 

H annah Roth  

Andie Spragg 

Jessica Tyson 

AnnM arie Walton  

  

Cailan Rowland 

Erin Scott  

Janessa Schilm oeller  

Kathy and Gary Schilmoeller 

Jan and Leon Schilmoeller 

 
Barbados Camper Travel 

Romain Branch

N orma J Griffith 

Vincent E. Griffith  

Aubrey C. Weekes in honor of Leroy 
Weekes

Gregory Georges  

Renee Georges     

Ezra E. H . Griffith 

Frank T. Griffith       

Brenda Lee

Stephen Leacock and Phyllis Leacock

M arlene Stewart and Euston Stewart

N adia A. Ameen  

Janet Wesson 

Joan Allard  

T hank You to Our D onors
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FIVE-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN UPDATE

In October, 2016 the Strategic Planning Committee presented a five-year strategic 
plan for LAJF and Camp Rising Sun.

 

T he Five-year plan contains:  

-  A white paper for the course of LAJF in the next five years.
- Description of needed renovations and maintenance of both the Red Hook 

and the Clinton campuses, produced under oversight of the Building and 
Grounds committee.

- A request for the Program Committee to assess the current program model 
and brainstorm for strengths and weaknesses in potential program models 
for future reference.

- An analysis of the required developments needed to reopen, and 
successfully operate, the Red Hook campus, including year to year 
fundraising targets.

I t?s pr im ary object ives are to continue fulfilling the mission of the CR S program 
at the Clinton campus while simultaneously increasing fundraising and developing a 
culture of alumni engagement, to lay the foundation for CR S sustainability into the 
next century.

 T he end goal is to reach a level of financial stability that will allow the opening and 
operation of the Red Hook campus, and two simultaneous 7-week seasons of CR S.

The Louis August Jonas Foundation, LAJF, wants to ensure that our alumni, parents, friends, and supporters know how we are 
advancing as an organization. LAJF?s main priorities are Camp R ising Sun, our sustainability, and our Alumni. We want to ensure 
that the Camp R ising Sun community knows what our Strategic Plan is and how we are progressing towards our goals. We are 
currently in the middle of the third year of the organization?s five year Strategic Plan. 

The Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) drafted the Strategic Plan, a document that articulates both the decisions made about the 
organization's goals and the ways in which the organization will achieve those goals. In formulating the plan, the SPC worked with 
the LAJF staff and key committees (Alumni Relations, Governance, Fundraising, Finance & Investment, Building & Grounds and 
Program) to ensure input in this important document. The Strategic Plan constitutes a guide for the course of action the 
Foundation will take in the following five years, and an analysis of what developments are necessary in order to successfully operate 
Clinton and reopen the Red Hook Campus, as described as the ultimate goal of the plan. To review the plan in its entirety, you can find 
it on the Camp Rising Sun Forum (www.forum.risingsun.org)

The current plan emerged after the LAJF board 
decided not to re-open Red Hook by the of summer 
2016 because costs were projected to be much higher 
than originally expected. Still, there was a strong 
desire to chart a financial course with such a goal in 
mind. In short, the plan is that path.

The Strategic Planning Committee detailed essential 
steps needed for success in the Strategic Plan. The 
plan focuses on the fiscal responsibility of achieving 
the goal to run two camps concurrently within 
projected budget limitations. To reach the goal of 
sustainability and reopening the Red Hook campus, 
the report outlines that we will need to decrease the 
portfolio draw to 4.8% (three-year average), increase 
annual fundraising to $1 - $1.1 million, and design 
and execute a successful capital campaign to cover 
the costs of necessary renovations and maintenance 
of the Red Hook campus by the end of the five years 
in 2021.

 

Since the adoption of the strategic plan, two fiscal 
years have passed. In the first year (FY16/17) LAJF 
fundraised $562,000 ? a 20% increase from the 
previous year. This amount, however, was still short 
of the fundraising goal of $650,000. Last year 
(FY17/18) we raised more than $658,000 and thus 
met and exceeded the previous and ambitious goal of 
$650,000. This year, LAJF?s fundraising goal is to 
raise $750,000 which is a little over a 15% increase 
from last year?s (FY17/18) goal. 

N ew D evelopm ents

Increasing alumni engagement

An essential part of the Strategic Plan is the goal of increasing alumni 
engagement. Recently the Strategic Planning Committee has been working 
on defining which parameters to focus on and creating a strategy for 
increasing engagement, including creating metrics to better track our 
progress. The initiatives include finding new ways to stay connected to local 
alumni activity in the various alumni associations, and assess the reach of the 
Foundation?s communications. 

LAJF and CR S is excited about the 30th Anniversary of the Clinton 
Campus in 2019 and the 90th Anniversary of Camp R ising Sun in 2020. 
We hope you stay connected with us through social media, our blog, and 
our newsletter. If you haven?t heard from LAJF and CR S lately we may not 
have your updated contact information. To stay connected you can update 
your contact information as well as find your fellow alumni in our alumni 
database, www.lajf.org/crsearch.

https://forum.risingsun.org/files/file/167-strategic-planning-update-to-lajf-board-in-jan-2018/
http://www.lajf.org/crsearch
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FIVE-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN UPDATE
Portfolio draw

The Louis August Jonas Foundation is a non-profit 
organization that is supported in part by individual 
donors and an investment portfolio. The Finance and 
Investment committee has recently made 
recommendations urging the Strategic Planning 
Committee to reconsider the original five-year goal 
of a 4.8% draw on the investment portfolio. The 
market projections from 2016 when drafting the 
original plan have been amended based on recent 
market-projections. The new recommendation based 
on a ten year span is to aim for a 4.0% draw for the 
FY 2024 as the target to set for portfolio draw, to achieve financial sustainability. This won't influence our current strategic thinking, but 
the difference will be offset by the Foundation?s fundraising efforts.

The Strategic Planning Committee continues to assess the initial projections that guided the drafting of the 5-year strategic plan. As an 
example of how the SPC is continuously monitoring the assumptions made in the original plan, there is an assessment in the increases in 
expenses in comparison to the fundraising targets, and actuals. 

 

In recent meetings the Strategic Planning Committee held discussions specifically regarding the new recommendations from the Finance 
and Investment Committee, regarding portfolio draw. Reaching a 4.0% draw from the investment portfolio will likely take time, and 
may cause the need for higher fundraising goals as we work towards lowering the draw. It is the firm belief of the committee that the 
strategic planning for the Foundation should be guided by the recommendations of the Finance and Investment committee, while 
simultaneously allowing a pragmatic implementation by Foundation leadership and staff. The committee will be working on a more 
detailed incorporation of a goal of a 4.0% portfolio draw, into the Strategic Plan for the Foundation.

The Strategic Planning Committee continues to monitor and improve on the implementation of the goals described in the Strategic 
Plan, and to make sure that we do all we can to achieve financial and programmatic sustainability into the next century.

To read more about the Strategic Plan and the recent developments, see the latest Sundial(page 40-42).

Fundraising

The plan?s objective goes beyond just having two campsites up and running with separate seven-week programs for 60 boys and 60 girls. 
It?s also about sustainability to make sure Camp R ising Sun is thriving in the next century. The plan seeks to do that through 
maintaining the quality of the program, improving facilities, increasing alumni engagement and, of course, driving a culture of 
supporting the foundation by providing your time, treasure, and talent.

In the 2016-17 fiscal year, contributions increased by 20% to $562,000 ? a marked improvement, but short of the goal of $650,000. 
Though we fell short of the fundraising goal for year one, and are facing a difficult task in growing fundraising, we remain hopeful. N ew 
measures, including several long-term initiatives, were created and implemented in the past year - most noticeable, the Foundation staff 
and Fundraising committee have focused on expanding our planned giving program, and have further solicited a wealth screening 
service, providing detailed information on our database that will help design and target fundraising campaigns more effectively. It is 
difficult to quantify the effect of such measures in the short run of a year, but information from the first year gives valuable insights into 
needed next steps for increasing fundraising.

     T he Strategic Plan sum m ary:

- Five-year plan to attain financial stability (October 2016- 2021)
- Reduce draw on investment portfolio
- Increase alumni engagement
- Return to two simultaneous seven-week programs
- Re-open Red Hook

http://www.lajf.org/publications/
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Get up- to-date, stay connected
In July 2017, our new Alumni Database, www.lajf.org/crsearch, went live. We rolled 
out a new and improved version of an alumni directory, tested by a dedicated group of 
alumni, for you to stay in touch with the Camp R ising Sun community! Every day, 
alumni use the database to connect with the CR S community. Recent examples 
include: 

- A recent graduate-alumna looking for contacts in a specific professional field 
for career advice, 

- A 1958 alumnus looking to get back in touch with fellow camp-mates, 
- A young European alumna looking for CR S alumni at US universities, to 

help with advice on college procedures, and  
- A 1973 alumnus traveling Europe and looking to connect with CR S-friends 

along the travels. 

What can you do on the database website?
Besides the ability to find alumni from all camp years, the database has a number of 
useful functions for you to stay in touch. The database allows you to update your 
contact information to receive news from LAJF and for other alumni to be able to 
reach you, register for LAJF Events, search through our 6,000 alumni worldwide, and 
check your donation history. 

I f you do not receive our monthly newsletter, we do not have 
your email address, or your notification preferences have 
changed. Contact us at alumni@lajf.org with your questions.

Alum ni D irectory
One of the key functions of our new database is the Alumni Directory. As a user, the 
Alumni Directory lets you search through our 6,000 alumni by their name, 
occupation, year at camp, attended school, geographical area, and more. By keeping 
your address updated in the database, you can aid alumni who might be looking for 
you! H ave you lost touch with a dear camp friend? H ave you moved to a new location, 
and are you looking for a local network? Are you looking for CR S parents in your 
area who share Camp values? Or are you looking for advice on a career choice? The 
Alumni Directory is your way of getting in touch with our community! 

H ow to log in
To log in to the database, go to www.lajf.org/crsearch (the site is case sensitive). To 
log in, use the Login N ame and Password that was sent to you via email in July, 2017. 
You can retrieve your login information by pressing "Forgot Password" and entering 
your email address. If you are unable to access the database, reach out to us at 
alumni@lajf.org and we will assist you further! We might not have your updated email 
address on file, which would mean that you have not received a login at all. 

CRS ALUMNI DATABASE
D atabase features

Besides the ability to find alumni from all 
camp years, the database has a number of 
useful functions for you to stay in touch. 

The database allows you to:

- Check your donation history
- Update your contact information: 

- To receive news from LAJF  
- For other alumni to reach you

- Register for LAJF Events
- Search through our 6,000 Alumni 

worldwide!

LAJF extends our deepest sympathy to the families and friends of these community members.

http://www.lajf.org/crsearch
mailto:alumni@lajf.org
http://www.lajf.org/crsearch
mailto:alumni@lajf.org
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IN MEMORIAM 
LAJF extends our deepest sympathy to the families and friends of these community members.

Robert Git t lem an '45 

Robert "Bob" Gittleman, 87, passed away at his home, surrounded by his family on Wednesday, 
August 1, 2018. Born in N ew York City, he was a management trainer with Exec U  Service, Inc. 
in Princeton, N J. He is survived by his wife, Stephanie Gittleman, and two daughters, M arni and 
Jennifer Gittleman. Bob re-engaged with LAJF when he learned of the Camp closure in 2009 and 
had since with gusto given his time, treasure and talent to support our LAJF staff and the Camp 
R ising Sun program. Bob's warm smile, sense of humor, and constant willingness to help will be 
greatly missed. M any of our younger alumni might remember Bob and Steffie as the generous 
sponsors of the Tanglewood trips. Passionate about the arts, Bob would coordinate incredible 
experiences either at Tanglewood or Bard College including tours, discussions with the artists, 
and moments to enjoy the scenic beauty. He shared that Camp provided "a lifetime of influence. 
Who knew that my weeks at Camp could transform my life and my children's lives forever." Bob 
got a zest for all things international, especially for food and travel. He organized incredible 
adventures for his family and friends and always brought with him a delightful sense of humor. At 
the beautiful funeral service celebrating his life, it was clear that Bob was deeply loved by so many 
and his absence would be greatly felt. He left an indelible mark on Camp R ising Sun and so many 
other deserving organizations.

Dr. Dirk Dolman '51

It is with sadness that we share that beloved Dutch alumnus Dirk 
Dolman passed away last week. The following was shared with LAJF 
from H arrie H amstra.  On January 23 2019 the Dutch CR S alumnus 
Dirk Dolman passed away at the age of 83. He was a camper in the 
summer of 1951 in Red Hook, and stayed well involved with the 
Dutch alumni until recently. From 1956 until 1970 he was one of the 
alumni that participated in the Dutch camper selection process. Dirk 
served the Louis August Jonas Foundation as a Board Director in the 
years 1993-1998. In his memoirs (published in 2012 with the title 
Politiek Samenspel -  Political Cooperation) he devoted a chapter to 
George Jonas, Camp R ising Sun and his adventures as the third 
Dutch camper ? travelling by Holland America Line from Rotterdam 
to N ew York.  Dirk Dolman was an economist, graduated from 
Amsterdam University. After a number of years in civil service he 
became member of the Dutch Parliament (House of Congress) for 
the Dutch social democrat party (Labour) in 1970, and was elected as 
chair of the Parliament for the period 1979-1989. From 1990 to 2005 
he served as a member of the Raad van State (H igh Council, with 
final jurisdiction in administrative disputes). Furthermore he was an 
active board member in a number of organizations related to culture, 
health, history. Dirk was a good and enthusiastic chess player, he 
always liked to teach and play with the young alums in the Dutch 
alumni meetings. We will miss his involvement, his humor and his 
wisdom.  Dirk is survived by his wife of 54 years, Elly, children and 
grandchildren.  ----  Falke, son of Paula Souverijn and Ian Eisenberg, 
still remembers and is mightily impressed he played chess with 
someone who made national news ?I didn?t know he was famous! 
He?s just like a normal person? (Falke and Dirk playing chess.)

REMEMBERING OUR ALUMNI
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Bruce D ouglas '40- '42  
Serving as Professor of 
Health and Aging at 
University of I llinois 
School of Public Health. 
Director of research on 
"the effect of senescence 
on the quality of life of 
older adults." Still hail 
and hearty at age 94. 
The oldest active faculty member at the University of I llinois. 
"I still remember the name of every tent in which I slept and 
recognize the names of every other camper in my years. R ising 
Sun was the highlight of my youth and, to this day, I think of 
the CR S experience as the most important turning point in 
my early years. I believe it was THE time in which I started to 
mature into an adult. M y best friend in Chicago is Bruce 
M cLennan, who attended Camp in the fifties. 70+ years later, 

1940's

2019 ALUMNI BEINGS & DOINGS

1950's

Bill D ubey, '40   
N ancy and I will 
celebrate our 70th 
wedding anniversary 
in August.  As some 
alums may 
remember, our 
wedding 
anniversaries were often celebrated with the campers when I 
was the ED and Camp Director. Since 2013 we have been 
in an independent living retirement community in San 
Diego, where we own our condominium apartment.  Both 
our son, Lon, and our daughter, Sharon, live nearby. Our 
grandson, Jared is a family physician and lives with his wife 
(also a doctor) in M adison, WI.  Granddaughter, M ara, lives 
in San Rafael, CA with her husband. They both practice 
family counseling.
N ow in its seventh year, the short story club that N ancy and 
I started here has proved very popular. Each of two groups 
has 15 members.  Six of us, as ?facilitators?, choose stories 
from both contemporary and well-known authors, 
distribute them to the group members two weeks prior to 
our meeting, for an hour- long discussion, led by the 
facilitator. The project keeps us busy, (a good thing for 
people our age). N ancy and I also serve on residential 
committees responsible for the maintenance of our 
non-profit community?s high standards, e.g dining, 
activities, financials, etc.  I have been in touch with several 
alums and always enjoy hearing from them and exchanging 
news and views. Here is a picture of us accompanying our 
grandson down the aisle at his wedding last year.

D avid D inneen '46- '48, '52   I'm still in a retirement 
community in Lawrence, KS and continue to have an 
interesting correspondence with Elliott Zuckerman with 
whom I was at Camp both as a camper and as a counselor. 
Recently exchanged emails with R ick R ichter. A few years 
back, a few exchanges with Ambassador H aynes. Would 
enjoy hearing from other surviving campers/counselors from 
my days. N ot very mobile, not likely to attend any alumni 
activities. 

D r. D avid M irsky '50, '51  David is still working (very 
part-time) as a child and adolescent psychiatrist in the 
Community M ental Health Clinics- Supporting the valiant 
workers trying to help disadvangaed and underserved city kids 
and their families. 

M aur ice R ichter '50- '53  H ave recently finished writing a 
new version of the CR S history -- "Camp R ising Sun 
1929-2018." Am now writing my memoirs. Will be 89 in 
M ay. 

Elliott  Z uckerm an '46, '47, '49-52, '55-59 .  Elliott 
Zuckerman (for those old enough to know him) is still alive 
and well. As a Tutor Emeritus of St John's College, 
Annapolis, he has an interview available on You Tube: Elliott 
Zuckerman: H igher Gossip. There is also a website of his 
earlier paintings, and some other entries. He turns 89 in 
M ay. 

D r. Em anuel Savas '45 '46   Emanuel just retired; He is 
now Presidential Pr ofessor Emeritus at Baruch College, 
City University of N ew York.  
 

Socrates L itsios '51, '52   Since I retired from the World 
Health Organization in 1997 I've been writing books and 
articles on various aspects of public health history beginning 
with the official history of WHO's 3rd and 4th decades 
(1968-1987). For many years I've been struggling to complete 
a book on the life and times of Selskar Gunn (1884-1944). 
N ot obvious if I am going to ever complete 

Alan Bell '58   
H aving attended a 
60th Anniversary 
reunion dinner. 
Sitting next to my 
second year 
camper/sachem 
tormentor 
Professor /Dr M ike Engber (CR S 57,58) CR S ex director much 
later) I still play Table Tennis (aka ping pong) instead of doing 
kitchen duty-except for microwaving leftover spare ribs and yang 
chow fried rice!) or construction projects (now limited to 
assembling old Pentium PCs!  

I did some penance for my transgressions in the CR S barn/willy 
house/ping pong room by helping program and publish the first 
VERA (Brophy) II CR S directory of all known/located living 
CR S alumni in the late 1990s! the late Vera Brophy was CR S 
secretary alumni co-ordinator  for SIX T Y 69 years-starting as 
Freddie Jonas? secretary in Rhinebeck when she was 16! 

The only job I have had for sixty years is M ath tutor starting in 
high school in Brooklyn and continuing into retirement (in 
M ontclair and Brooklyn in my 70s! First tutoring pretty girls and 
basketball buddies, now my 21 year old son finishing college in 
June! Actually, I teach him about Watergate and N ixon and 
teaches me how to text like a teenager on my cell phone!   
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Peter Elias '65  M y new activity is work as a certified 
Green Dot Bystander Intervention instructor, doing 
presentations and workshops in our community. The goal 
is to establish two things as community norms. First, that 
interpersonal violence (bullying harassment, domestic and 
sexual assault) is N OT ok. Second, 
that while none of us can do 
everything, every one of us must do 
something. It is challenging but 
rewarding work that fills my need to 
know I am making the world better. 
(I used to meet that need through 
my work as a family doctor.) I have 
learned much and built new 
friendships through this work. 
Otherwise, my health is good. I love 
N ordic skiing, hiking, reading, 
woodworking, and my three 
grandchildren. I still play the guitar. 
And though my CR S summer was 
difficult (I was too old to be a 
camper, but not old enough to really 
do my job as counselor) I remember it with gratitude and 
fondness. 

D ick Sim on '69   I?m an entrepreneur, social enterprise 
philanthropist and catalyst for change 
(www.dicksimon.com). After 9/11, as a member of Young 
Presidents? Organization (YPO) I co-founded the Peace 
Action N etwork that convenes top business leaders to 

address geopolitical conflict 
resolution. I also founded 
the kN Ow THEM  
Initiative to raise awareness 
about the danger of THEM , 
the most dangerous 
four- letter word in the 
English language for its 
ability to marginalize, 
dehumanize and create 
conflict. Currently, I?m 
involved with organizations 

pursuing FDA and EM A clinical trials of 
psychedelic-assisted therapies as treatments for mental 
health issues (PTSD, depression, etc.). I?m also working 
with a     community of young scientists researching these 
medicines and am involved in multiple projects to shift 
public perspective and reduce 
stigmatization related to this 
work. When I?m not pursuing 
these passions/projects, I love 
nature, cycling, hiking and other 
long walks and photography. I?m 
married to Patty for 36 great 
years, and we have 3 children, 
now 25, 27 and 29. Chuck 
Wardlaw and I have been 

M itch Goldstein '67, '68   I retired in 2015 after a career as 
a lawyer for Health and Human Services in M a. N ow I 
work for the Cambridge Economic Opportunity 
Committee doing taxes for lower- income people. I've been 
married since 1983, and our 2 sons are getting married this 
year. I've also worked on many politicial campaigns in the 
last 13 years in M A, N H, R I, FL, GA, LA and TX  largely 
for Obama, Bernie, and Beto.  

2019 ALUMNI BEINGS & DOINGS

M ichael Str inger '68   2018 was my 50 year camp 
anniversary (yikes!). A busy year, but the important bits are: 
In July, Kathleen & I welcomed our first grandchild. In 
August, we celebrated our 40th wedding anniversary, and 
then, after 2 years of retirement, I went back to work, 
part-time in the Legal & Compliance department at PJT 
Partners in N Y. As of now, still working, though I hope to 
be done by the end of June. I miss those 7-day weekends! 

1960's

Chuck Wardlaw, '69  
Chuck Wardlaw, '69 
celebrated his and 
Sonia Jaipaul's 41st 
wedding anniversary 
with a second 
honeymoon to 
Singapore, Thailand 
and Bali. While in 
Singapore, they spent a 
lot of time with Roland 
Ho, '69 and his family 
visiting, sightseeing and 
reminiscing over 
photos from summer of 
'69 at CR S. 

 H arr ie H am stra 71, 99-06 (BOD ), 
'11-now (M AC)  Two years ago I 
retired from my position at Provincie 
Overijssel. It is good to spend more 
time with my wife Liesbeth and family, 
including now three grandchildren. 
Besides that, I am coaching and 
counselling several groups that want to 
realize ecological (co)housing 
communities. You're welcome to 
contact me if you want to know more! 

1970's

Tony Bonil la '74, '75  Left Boston Children's Hospital after 
25 years. N ow enjoying private practice 
allergy/immunology. Please Support LAJF! 

working to reunite as many of the 1969 campers as possible. 
(We have a website www.crs1969.com with tons of pictures 
from our camp days!) Look forward to hopefully seeing 
many of you at our 50th reunion! 
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1990's

 D avid Baharvar Ram sey '95  David Baharvar Ramsey 
(CR S Red Hook Camper 1995) recently became a partner 
at the law firm of Kaufmann Gildin & Robbins LLP in N ew 
York City. He focuses his practice on 
corporate and franchise law. David and 
co-camper from 1995, Dan Lee 
Vazquez, recently visited alumnus 
M aurice R ichter at Kendall on Hudson 
(near Sleepy Hollow, N Y) and had a 
great time chatting about CR S, how 
camp has changed and stayed the same, 
friends, the future, and life in general! 
David currently volunteers in programs 
to tutor students who are behind grade 
level and would especially welcome 
chatting with folks who have expertise or insight on how to 
solve the problem of illiteracy in the United States and 
elsewhere. Please reach out to him if you have ideas on this 
to share! 

Rafael Landestoy '97  I?m 
currently living in Austin with my 
wife, 5 year old son and 2 year old 
daughter. I?ve been an 
entrepreneur for the last several 
years and am involved with another 
start up in the fitness and 
rehabilitation space. If anybody is 
visiting Austin, please feel free to 
reach out to me. Would love to 
(re)connect with anyone in the 
CR S family. 

 I ret idayo Adebiyi '99  Lives in 
Lagos. Pastry Chef and founder of 
Honey and Cloves Patisserie . 
Instagram @honey.and.cloves 
@honeyandcloves.doughnuts. 
Would love to connect with other 
campers in my year(1999). 

Rob Schwarcz, '87, '88   Works in a private practice for 
Facial Cosmetic Surgery on upper east side. H as two 
children, Lily (14) and Leo (10) and a bernedoodle dog, 
Rosie. 

Shahr iar N egahdar ipour '73  Shahriar has welcomed new 
additions to his family. H is wife recently gave birth to their 
son, and he has taken a leave from work to parent their 
newborn son full- time. 

Rafi N iv '81  Living with my 
partner N IR and our 2 boys 
N OAM  (18) and YOTAM  
(9). Teaching acting and 
directing theater. 

 M ike Sull ivan, '74   I?m practicing corporate law at a large 
San Francisco firm.  Our 15 year old son Joseph is a 

freshman in an immersion French 
high school in San Francisco, and 
my firm has a large office in Paris, 
so between school trips, work and 
vacations, we get to France quite a 
bit.  In April my husband Paul and I 
flew to Paris to pick up our son 
from his school exchange program, 
and on our way home we spent a 
great week in M adeira.  Since Joe 
just turned 15, I?m hoping that he 
will spend a couple weeks at camp 
this summer as a legacy camper ? 
but he has a vote on that, so it?s still 
TBD!   I?m lucky to be able to see 
John M cCarrick ?74 from time to 
time when we?re on the same coast 
at the same time, and I?ve 

connected with Paul Schwartz ?74 here in the Bay Area.   
Outside of work/family, I?ve become passionate about the 
climate crisis (and wondering why I don?t have more 
company!).  This past year I was appointed to San Francisco?s 
Environment Commission, which among other things 
oversees the city?s efforts to reduce its carbon footprint.    

N estor Gonzalez '71, '72, '85, '86, '05   Hello friends. All 
good here in N orthern California. Recently returned from 
Cuba and found family that I only knew in legend. I am a 30 
year teacher in Oakland, California. Keep an eye out for us 
in the news; Oakland teachers are about to go out on strike . 
. . a movement that is a social movement to improve our 
educational system here in the USA. I wish you all well and 
great happiness. 

Jyrki K all io '80, '87, '01-05, '10, '11   Jyrki continues to live 
in Helsinki, now starting the fourth year together with his 
husband Feng, and to work as researcher specialized in 
China. In 2016, he finally managed to find the time to 
complete his studies and got a PhD in Chinese Society 
Studies at the University of Lapland. H is latest book, a 
translation and study of M encius, is due to be published early 
next year. 

1980's

M aciej Golubiewski '91, '99   
Entered my 3rd year as the Consul 
General of Poland in N ew York. 
I?m happy to reconnect with all 
CR S alumni in the area and show 
them the beautiful DeLamar 
M ansion which houses the 
consulate. I?ve been really lucky to 
reconnect with my campmate Jeff 
Siegel (91) and few others. Looking 
forward to meeting up with the rest 
of the 91 and 99 N YC crew! 
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Feng X ue '94   I have been working in 
AWS for 2 years. M y son is 6 years old 
now and he entered elementary school 
in fall 2018. 

Sean Will iam s '96  Formed Security And Fire Safety 
Company, Special Operation Solutions, LLC 1/24/19. 
Looking forward to joining the summer seasonal staff in 
Summer, 2019. 

Reshm a K ane '99  I'm Reshma Kane, after living in N ew 
York and working on Wall Street for 8 years I moved to 
India few years ago and now pursue a career in Organic 
Farming and Sustainable Living. M y husband and I run and 
manage an Urban Farm and I also conduct workshops on 
Toxin-free living, Sustainable living and Holistic Lifestyle. 
I'm currently living in Pune (India) with my beautiful family 
- Abhi, my husband; R ishi, my 4 year old son and 
Anoushka, my 2.5 year old daughter. I've had a lot of my 
CR S sister visit me and I have visited many myself! 

H ugo Voncken 92   Hugo says H i to all his CR S-friends. 
Ever since leaving Camp I have become a grown-up (see the 
few:) signs in my picture). I live in Wijchen- eastern part of 
the N etherlands, close to the German boarder- together 
with my girlfriend I lse and my 2 sons Jelle (8) and Stijn (6). I 
have worked as a geriatrician for almost 10 
years in a nearby hospital. I felt more and 
more challenged by being involved in 
medical education. Therefore I quit 
working in a hospital and I am now a 
teacher in practical and communicational 
skills at the University of M aastricht- 
Southern part of the N etherlands- at the 
faculty of M edicines. I would love to get 
in touch with some of my CR S 
(1992)friends. The door is open to meet 
again in any way. All the best and see you 
soon! 

Jackie Ram os, '91-92  Jackie took a job working as a 
Human Resource Director for a non-profit organization in 
Connecticut, providing affordable housing for low/moderate 
income families and individuals, senior citizens and domestic 
abuse survivors. 

2000's

Bren Larsen '00, '01  A lot has happened since camp! I 
served a 18 month mission for the Church of Jesus?s Christ 
of Latter-day Saints in The N etherlands and learned to speak 
Dutch. Upon returning, I graduated with a BA in Art 
H istory from Brigham Young University and received my 
M AT in Museum Education from The George Washington 
University and worked in museums in Washington DC, 
including the Smithsonian. I met my husband in the area 
and we have now 
been married almost 
9 years! We are 
currently living in 
Taiwan and 
expecting baby # 5 in 
June. Taking care of 
kids uses most of my 
time and energy 
these days but I?m 
still taking voice 
lessons and love to 
sew any chance I get! 
We will be moving 
back to the USA 
soon. Hope to see 
some of you soon! 

Chenlan Bao 03   M oved back to Beijing in 2016 and recently 
got married. Let me know if you happen to visit Beijing! 

Z en Glasser '99, '00   Spent time with Shanique Adams, 
Andrea Alexander, Lauren Curatolo, Sharai Lewis-Gruss, 
Kate M cCormick, Angela N urse and Lisha Perez during my 
January trip to N YC (I also hung out with some of their 
parents!). I love our sisterhood. 

Weronika Siatkowska '04   Year 2018 gave me a chance to 
reconnect with two of my fellow campers - M ikako and 
Ariana. I adopted a dog and continue to work as a Product 
M anager in Gda?sk. 

Shanique Adam s '00  Late 2018, I put fear aside and started 
my own professional organizing business M issOrganized 
N YC. 
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D orothee Wachsen 00, '01, '06  These days I am preparing 
the camper selection in Germany. What a privilege to 
contribute to the CR S seasons in a way. M y first summer at 
camp is now 19 years ago. Unbelivable! The influence 
remains... In September 2018 I was able to participate in the 
CR S World Reunion in Israel. As a mother of two small 
boys, it was the first trip for myself in 5 years. In these few 
days among campers I recalled the value of (CR S) friendship, 
of openness, of discussion, of culture, of arts ... As I usually 
am caught up in family life and work, I highly appreciated 
the revitalizing camp spirit. The next CR S World Reunions 
and of course reunions in Germany are on my agenda. If in 
the meantime, you happen to me in Germany around 
Düsseldorf, please get it touch! Come for a visit and stay with 
us. 

D aniel M olnar '06  I am doing my PhD in Economics at 
Central European University. 

Sara H unter '04   Since my 
last update, I have made a 
number of changes including 
meeting my spouse and 
becoming a step parent, and 
taking on a new hobby: 
cosplay! I design and create 
costumes based on pop culture 
references (most of them 
Disney based) and have even 
won a couple of awards. It is 
actually how I met my spouse and something that we do 
together as a family! I'm hoping to attend more events 
outside of Canada and maybe meet some fellow campers that 
are also into the hobby. If you're interested, you can follow 
long in my adventures on Instagram at 
@princessofthenorth613 ! 

 X iaoxiao Yuan '05   H i everyone! 2018 was a fruitful year 
for me. I left a very comfortable job and took on a new 
challenge by joining a big Chinese internet company. I am 
still based in Los Angeles but will have frequent travels to 
China - I'm in Shanghai right now as I type this message. I 
also got engaged last December and am looking forward to 
getting married in 2019. While I'm in Shanghai, I will meet 
up with a small group of Chinese CR S alumni and I am very 
excited about this spontaneous mini reunion. 

Saagar Sheth '06   I am currently 
enrolled in medical school in N YC. 
I am considering Emergency 
M edicine or Anesthesia as a 
specialty. I'm also interested in the 
intersection of medicine and 
technology through the platform of 
EM R software and healthcare data. 

Aliyah Akhtab '07  I changed after camp rising sun. I went 
to a performing arts school. N ow I live in N ew York, self 
employed, & an artist. I picked up new hobbies, I am a bike 
courier & I perform my music at events in N ew York. I went 
to a couple lajf reunions & sincerely miss my camp sisters. I 
look forward to reuniting with ya'll soon! 

Evan Schwartz '05, '06, '07   Hello CR S! I'm thinking 
about the politics of money and how crazy it is that this 
collective fiction holds so much power. I work on the 
Interledger Protocol at R ipple and am auditing classes at the 
H arvard Kennedy and Law Schools on the side. Come say 
"hi" if you're ever around Boston! 

Jeffrey Wr ight, '08  Jeffrey is about to start an exciting new 
job in his acting and administrative career. Also recently saw 
his CR S brothers Vasileios ('08) and Tewon ('10) this past 
summer. 

Lucky Z hang '07   I have moved back to N ew York and 
started my own tech startup last year. 

Sean Ross '08  I can't wait to visit camp again. It's been 11 
years and I still have a few friends from my year (2008). 
Hopefully,everyone's experiencing wonderful people and 
events since we've parted. We'll meet up soon! I've been a 
student at Rush University M edical Center the past 2 years 
studying cardiovascular perfusion, a small field of 4,000 
professionals across the US. Graduation is at the end of April 
after my last rotation in Cleveland. Then I'll be working at 
the same hospital as my twin brother in M organtown, WV, 
and finally moving back home for good after school and 8 
years in the Army. This career path is a great opportunity to 
look into - you're helping patients, job autonomy, 
responsibility, and compensation. M y program nor the 
perfusionists I work with talk about the growing shortage 
across the nation. We aren't getting healthier and our 
hospitals are overwhelmed. There are only 16 perfusion 
programs in the country and only a few offer a M aster's 
degree, Rush included. Good luck to all and see you soon. 

Jessica Cohen, '18  This winter break, I went to 
Amsterdam and met up with M aartje and M adelon, two 
fellow campers from 2018. They took me around the city 
and told me the names of various canals. It was amazing! 
Between our conversations, we would reminisce over camp 
memories. 
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2010's

 A lex Evelson, '12  I'm finishing up my undergraduate 
years with degrees in computer engineering and business 
analytics. I'm excited to make the most of my next few 
months before enrolling in law school (exact location tbd.) 
in pursuit of a career in patent law. 

 John Chadwick Ross '10, '11, '16  For everyone traveling 
to Boston, whether for school, work, or the Red Sox, contact 
me for a great time on the town or to join the N ew England 
Alumni Association. 

M iles Garcia, '17  M iles is enjoying his first year at 
Swarthmore College. 

Jaehyun K im , '17  Started junior year in H igh school, 
where he writes for school literary magazine and partakes on 
the quiz bowl team. Recently met with Ben, Jake, and M iles 
from 2017 

Sonia Wargacka 10, '16, 
'17  I'm currently working as 
a videographer at United 
World College in Dilijan, 
Armenia. It truly is a 
wonderful country and I 
recommend it for everyone 
to visit! After a successful 
launch of my freelance career 
with video work in Spain, 
Japan, Israel, Argentina and 
UK, I am now starting a 
global video production 
company for amazing 
organizations, workshops, 
N GOs and conferences. M e 

and my partner can fly anywhere in the world and make 
some fantastic content for any company, so let me know if it 
sounds like a good fit for what you are doing! I also was a 
part of Polish selection of campers for 2019 as well as World 
Reunion 2018 and it was so lovely to reunite with everyone. 
So glad to see the camp fire burning in so many places of this 
world outside Camp. 

Jonas Vestergaard Larsen 11  
Camp has in many ways 
encouraged me to challenge myself 
and search for new friendships and 
experiences. That is one of the 
reasons I am doing an exchange 
semester at University of Western 
Ontario, Canada this spring. 
Luckily, I also have time to enjoy 
the beautiful Canadian outdoors! I 
am finishing my Bachelor of 
Engineering (M echanical) after the 
next semester, and can?t wait to get 
some work experience, hopefully in 
the field of robotics. In terms of 
CR S related activities, I am 
currently involved in the Danish Alumni Association and I 
am excited about my placement as a staff member at camp 
this summer. I am looking forward to going back to camp 
for the first time since I was a camper in ?11. 

 Jorge de los Santos Castela '10, '11  H i all! I truly hope 
everyone is doing fine, and I am excited to read all of your 
updates! As for me, these last years have been pretty hectic! I 
finished school in 2016 and then my master's degree in 2018. 
After living in different Spanish locations (Salamanca, 
Barcelona), and a brief stay in London, I am now based in 
M adrid! I have met some of my dear friends from camp in 
the past, but I am looking forward to meeting many more 
over the course of the next years! I am also delighted to take 

part in the selection process 
every year, working with the 
Spanish Alumni Association, 
it sure feels great to stay 
connected! I am excited to 
read what you all have been 
up to! Love, jorge de los 
Santos Castela, '10 & '11. 

Annie Chen 13, '14  
I'm excited (and 
terrified) to be 
finishing my 
undergrad degree in 
computer science and 
education in M ay 
2019. In the fall, I'll 
move back to the Bay 
Area (Redwood 
City) to work as a 
software engineer on 
the education team at 
the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative. I've also rekindled an interest 
in knitting and weaving, and just finished a big scarf 
(pictured). Hoping to meet more CR S people in CA this 
year! 

Lavi Ali '18 Hello to all CR S friends around the world. I 
miss everyone from camp also i miss Luna! I?m so happy that 
i will go to camp again this year as a second year because my 
goal is to build an alumni association in here Kurdistan/Iraq.

M egan Argetsinger '12   M y husband, DJ, and I would like 
to introduce future CR S legacy camper, Emerson James! "E" 
was born on October 3rd. Our hearts are full! 
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Robine Jean-Pier re '12  
Greetings CR S family! Since 
2012 I haven't returned to 
camp or seen too many 
campers from my year, but 
CR S has never left my heart. 
I'm grateful to say in 2016 I 
had a mini reunion in N YC 
with two lovely ladies from 
England and M innesota, right 
before they volunteered at 
CR S as counselors. And this 
year, I ran into a beautiful 
camper from N ew M exico 
who attends the college I work 
at. Other than that, I have 
attended N ew York University 
and transferred to N YC 
College of Technology, where I completed my 
bachelor's in Entertainment Technology. I graduated in 
January of this year but I await the commencement 
ceremony in M ay. Even more exciting, I am happily 
engaged to my best friend Angel and we're planning a 
wedding for this year, God willing. M y dream is to be a 
musician, writer, and filmmaker, among many things; 
I've been making small steps in the past few years to 
establish my music career/ministry, including producing 
and performing in a show at my school. I am grateful to 
CR S for being one of the reasons I can confidently 
strive for greatness. 

 Just in den H arder '14, '15  
H i there! I'm Justin, I'm from 
the N etherlands. I went to 
camp in Red Hook in '14 and 
as a second year in Clinton, 
'15. I have started the teachers 
academy for primary school 
this year. In four more years, 
I'll be a primary school 
teacher! One year ago, I 
became a member of a small 
left-wing Christian party. I 
am an assistant to the local 
representatives of that party 
in our city council. I am also 
a candidate for the 
states-provincial of Flevoland. 
The states-provincial is like a 
city council for a province. 

Elections will be held on march 20th, 2019. I'm a board 
member for the Dutch AA. I am really happy to still be a 
member of the international CR S family. I still play the 
piano en love my bunnies. For those of you who 
remember them, Stoffeltje and Liedeke are doing very 
well! 

Yajaira Rodr iguez '16  Over the summer, I was a Leaders 
in Environmental Action for the Future (LEAF) intern for 
the N ature Conservancy. Along with three other N ew 
Yorker City girls, I stayed for a month in Eastern N ew 
York, working on mainly on trail maintenance. We fixed 
bog bridges in Thompson Pond and the Lisha K ill Preserve, 
and spent two weeks repaving the first 125 feet of a hiking 
trail in the Arthur Butler Preserve. It wasn't all about work, 
though; on the weekends, we explored the nearby towns, as 
well as went on a white-water rafting and kayaking trip. In 
many ways, it felt like camp all over again. 

Gustavo Guerrero 16, '17  N ot really an update, but more of a 
thank you note. CR S has been such a great experience, it truly 
changed my life and those around me for the better. I hope that 
all my fellow campers, as well as past and future alumni can 
further the mission and values not only in their lives but in their 
communities as well. We we all blessed to be chosen to attend, 
and it happens for a reason. Wherever your paths may lead you, 
always be the best, give more than you receive, hold the CR S 
values in your heart As many of the campers I attended CR S 
with, I'll be graduating HS this year, obviously extremely 
nervous to hear from the colleges I applied to, kind of reminds 
me of waiting to hear back from 
CR S. I am grateful to have 
previously gone through the 
interview process for camp, it 
helped me ease my anxiety and it 
always served as a reminder that in 
the end, everything will be alright. 
On a final note, hope everyone is 
doing well, and best wishes on all 
the great things I know each and 
every alum is accomplishing . 

Chr ist ine K im , '17   Besides writing my college 
applications, I've been dancing a lot more - joined an adult 
team in addition to my high school dance team, and am 
directing a crew for my schools dance show. 

Lauren Choi, '16  I started college at Boston University. I'm 
a college freshman currently enrolled in a double major 
program (Education and College of Arts and Sciences). 

Julissa Norm an, '17  Started at Parsons School of Design. 

M er i Valim aki '15   I 
have finished my first 
semester at UC 
Berkeley and I am 
back home now. It has 
been great to see so 
many campers in the 
Bay Area and I am 
looking forward to 
keep in touch with the 
CR S community. 
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M avzuna Sangova '17  After a successful graduation from 
H igh School #9 in my hometown Kulob, I was selected to 
attend the United World College M aastricht by the UWC 
Tajikistan N ational Committee. UWC (United World 
Colleges) is a global education movement that makes 
education a force to unite people, nations and cultures for 
peace and a sustainable future. These colleges teach the 
International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma as their formal 
curriculum, a qualification that UWC played a major part in 
developing, while also emphasizing the importance of 
experiential learning, community service and outdoor 
activities. A UWC education does more than provide a 
world-class academic experience; it also challenges each 
student to take part in addressing the most pressing global 
issues, both during their time as a UWC student and upon 
graduation. Rather than being an end in itself, a UWC 
education equips and inspires students to take action to 
bring about positive change throughout their lives. 

Benjam in Evelson, '17  Over the summer he had the 
opportunity to host multiple 2017 campers that came back as 
second years, and also volunteered at the District Attorneys 
office to combat drug abuse on Staten Island.

M adeleine Feldm an '10   M addy is off for nine months as 
an Fulbright English Teaching Assistant at the Federal 
University of Goiás in Goiânia, Brazil. 

Talia Bank, '17, '18   Recently hosted Lucas Tshokwe, a 
recent camper from South Africa, during his travels to N Y 
and Boston. I have started my college application process. 
M y schools tennis team almost won, as Captain I was proud. 

Cardon Furry, '13   Is studying mechanical engineering at 
Villanova University. 

H aylee Sovell '16  Currently, I am studying abroad 
through the YES abroad program in Skopje M acedonia. 
YES abroad is a government paid abroad program. They 
select elite students to live in countries with a predominantly 
Muslim population for one school year. I act as a youth 
ambassador to better relationships between the two 
countries and different groups. The program was created 
after 9/11. I live with a local family and am actively learning 
the language. I have worked to create an alumni base in 
M acedonia as there was not a camper since the days of 
Yugoslavia. I thank CR S for shaping me into the person I 
am today and opening the doors to many international 
experiences. 

Jacob Furry, '15   Went to China over the summer to study 
the language under N SCI-Y. Loved it and am now planning 
to study Chinese at Ole miss in the fall. 

Gal Z ak '14   I?m 
currently doing a volunteer 
year as a museum guide in 
3 different museums in 
Israel. And I hope to be 
back at camp as a counselor 
in the future.

Rem y Goldberg ' 17, '18  

I am currently in my senior 
year of high school, so a lot 
has been going on. Early in 
the year, I submitted all of 
my university applications, 
so now I'm waiting for 
results (fingers crossed). 
Around N ovember, my 
family adopted three more 
cats (Joey, Caspurr, and 
Romeo)! I volunteered at the 
N ew York Interview day in 
February and got to see my 
camp friends. I just recently 
performed in my school 
musical, "Once Upon A 

M attress," which was really 
fun. N ow that the musical is 
over, I am preparing for my 
schools Annual Chocolate 
Competition, where I will be 
baking a themed cake to be 
presented to a group of 
judges. In Late April, I will be 
one of 24 students at my high 
school participating in an 

educational experience in Dubai, UAE, and in June, I will 
be graduating high school! But best of all, a girl from my 
high school will be attending camp for the 2019 session, so 
I'm extremely excited to help her get ready for her own 
CR S experience! 

X inyi (AM Y) Yuan '18   H i 
everyone, I actually left camp last 
year which is a short time. 
Indeed, I miss all my sisters 
soooo much! We keep in contact 
in the whatsapp group chat and 
it's amazing! I love how it feels 
when we traced back to camp 
and shared our own precious 
memories. Camp is like my 
second home and I still 
remembered how it shaped me 
to who I am today. I experienced 
my first camping trip, building a lean-to, having instructions 
of Chinese calligraphy which appealed to be a bit confusing 
at first... Vigil N ight is amazing and I was fortunate enough 
to be assigned near the stargazing tower. I guess I see the 
most beautiful sky at CR S. "Camp ended, but camp never 
ends". LOVE YOU ALL 
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www.lajf.org/crsearch or email us at 
alumni@lajf.org. 
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